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We continue the investigation of the equivariant cohomology theory for
Banach algebras defined in [KJe]. This theory is an equivariant version
of the continuous cohomology theory for Banach and Operator algebras
defined, described, and developed in [K-R1, K-R2, BJo, J-K-R, JRi, ACo2,
C-S1, C-S2].
In this paper, we study the relation between the equivariant cohomology
groups and the standard cohomology groups of the crossed product algebra.
The background for these considerations is the K-theory result of Julg [PJu]
that the equivariant K-theory of a C*-algebra is isomorphic to the K-theory
of the crossed product algebra. Furthermore, we investigate the relation
between the equivariant cohomology theory defined in [KJe] and the
equivariant cohomology theories defined in [DGo, K-K-L].
The paper [KJe] is organized in three chapters, Chapters I, II, and III,
and Appendix A. Therefore, we have chosen to organize this paper in three
chapters (and an appendix) numbered IV, V, and VI. References to [KJe]
are given as references to the number (e.g., Definition I.2.2 or II.3.4) in that
paper, but without [KJe]. That is, a reference to II.3.4 will be a reference
to [KJe], while a reference to IV.2.3 is a reference to this paper. We now
sketch the content of this paper.
In Section 1 of Chapter IV, the construction of the covariance algebra,
as exhibited in [D-K-R], is given. We apply the same construction to a
Banach equivariant module; the resulting object is called the covariance
module. As the terminology suggests, the covariance module is a Banach
module over the covariance algebra. However, it is important to note that
the covariance module cannot (in general) be constructed if M is a dual
equivariant module that is not a Banach equivariant module. When G is a
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group acting on A, we use the notation AG1 , introduced in [D-K-R], for
the covariance algebra; the covariance module constructed from a Banach
G-A-module M is denoted by M G1 .
In Section 2, another Banach AG1 -module (denoted by C0(G, M)) is
constructed from a Banach G-A-module M. This module is used to prove
that if G is discrete and M is a dual equivariant module, then M G1 is a dual
AG1 -module. Note that, since G is discrete, a dual equivariant module is a
Banach equivariant module, so the covariance module M G1 can be constructed.
In Section 3, an action of the group G on the covariance algebra AG1 and
the covariance module M G1 is introduced. It is proven that with these
actions M G1 is an equivariant A
G
1 -module. Furthermore, we prove that,
when G is discrete, the actions on the covariance module and covariance
algebra are inner in the sense of Section II.3 (of [KJe]). This has as a
consequence that if G is discrete and M is a dual equivariant module, then
MG1 is a dual equivariant module. We also define an action of G on C0(G, M)
in such a way that C0(G, M) is an equivariant module; however, to do this,
we have to assume that the group is unimodular (Haar measure is left and
right invariant). In the last section of Chapter IV, we consider the question
of when a covariance algebra is amenable. The work of Rosenberg [JRo]
and a corollary of the work of Green, Haagerup, and Connes [PGr,
UHa1, ACo2] are used to establish some results in the present context.
In Chapter V, the relation between equivariant cohomology and various
cohomology theories of the covariance algebra with coefficients in the
covariance module is considered. The starting point of these considerations
was the fact that if $: A  M is a bounded linear map, there is a natural
map 1($): AG1  M
G
1 , and if $ is an equivariant derivation, then 1($) is
also a derivation. For this last fact, it is essential that $ is equivariant. In
Section 1, we prove that n-linear (n2) maps, as well, can be extended to
maps of the covariance algebra into the covariance module. It is proven
that this construction induces maps on the cohomology-group level. However,
it is worth noting that, in general, it induces a map on the cohomology-group
level only for n2. In this section, the module C0(G, M) is considered again,
because it turns out that, when M is a dual equivariant module (and not
a Banach equivariant module), the module C0(G, M*)* in some respects
can take the place of the covariance moduleat least when we are con-
sidering maps between cohomology groups, as above.
In Section 2, we show that the lifted cochains are also equivariant; thus
a map is induced from H nG(A, M) into H
n
G(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ) (n2). Finally, in
Section 3, a map is defined from H nG(A, CI; M) into H
n(AG1 , L
1(G); M G1 )
(when A is unital, so that there is a natural image of L1(G) inside AG1 ). In
all three sections, we say something about the maps between cohomology
groups, but, in general, neither of the maps are isomorphisms. However,
the maps in Sections 2 and 3 are injective when G is discrete. In the last
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part of Section 3, we study the relation between H nG(A, CI; M
G
1 ) and
Hn(AG1 , L
1(G); MG1 ). These cohomology groups are shown to be isomorphic
when G is discrete and M is a unital module.
In Section 4, we treat the case where the group G is finite. We prove that
when G is finite and abelian, then H nG(A, M
G
1 )&g # G H
n
G(A, Mg), where
the modules Mg are closely related to M. This way of constructing new
modules may have been considered before, but I have not been able to find
a reference. However, ‘‘quasi derivations’’ seem closely related. This way of
constructing new modules from given modules may be useful for other
purposes.
In Chapter VI, we consider the equivariant cohomology theories defined
by Klimek et al. [K-K-L] and by Gong [DGo]. In the first section, the
definitions of those theories are given in a suitable form. We prove that
they yield cohomology groups isomorphic to one another.
In Section 2, it is proven that if the group is finite or the algebra is finite
dimensional, then the equivariant theories of [DGo, K-K-L] are special
cases of the theory developed in [KJe]. Moreover, we show that if G is
finite, then HnG(A)&H
n(AG1 , (A
G
1 )*), where H
n
G(A) is the equivariant
cohomology groups defined by [DGo, K-K-L]. So their theories have the
property that the equivariant cohomology is the cohomology of the covariance
algebra.
Finally, we reconsider some of the examples from Section II.5 of [KJe]
in an appendix.
IV. COVARIANCE ALGEBRA AND COVARIANCE MODULE
One of the powerful ways of studying an action of a group on a C*-algebra
is to combine the group, the action, and the C*-algebra into a single construct
with the structure of a C*-algebra, the so-called crossed product C*-algebra.
There are several (essentially equivalent) ways of performing this construction
[D-K-R, GPe, GZe, MLa].
Of course, this crossed product algebra must play an important role in
the development of our equivariant cohomology theory. Our starting point
is the construction in [D-K-R], especially, of the algebra denoted by AG1 ,
the covariance algebra. (This algebra may be thought of as a ‘‘twisted’’
L1 -convolution algebra.) The construction in [D-K-R] makes use of the
Banach algebra structure of A to arrive at a Banach algebra AG1 , which has
a (natural) involution relative to which it is a Banach*-algebra when A is
a C*-algebra.
The construction of AG1 is described in detail in the first section of this
chapter. When (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach G-A-module, a ‘‘twisted’’ L1-con-
volution module is constructed. We refer to it as the covariance module and
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denote it by M G1 . The choices of actions for the covariance module are
carefully made, in terms of :, ;, the actions of A, and the convolutions, so
that M G1 turns out to have an A
G
1 -module structure as well as an A-module
structure. The first section closes with a series of formulas for AG1 action on
MG1 by special elements of A
G
1 .
In the second section, we study the case where M is a dual G-A-module.
It is a surprising circumstance that, despite the various levels of interleav-
ing, intricate actions, the covariance module M G1 can be given the structure
of a dual AG1 -module when G is discrete. The space C0(G, E) of functions
on G with values in a Banach G-A-module E that vanish at infinity is given
a Banach AG1 -module structure for all locally compact groups G. We show
(IV.2.4) that M G1 and C0(G, M*)* are isometrically isomorphic as BanachAG1 -modules. The section concludes with a study of the case of von
Neumann algebras and dual normal modules.
In the third section, we find the appropriate action of G on the structures
developed in the first two sections. In Section IV.4, we consider the ques-
tion of when the covariance algebra is amenable.
IV.1. Definitions and Constructions
In the following, measurable functions from a measure space into a
Banach space are considered. For a measurable function, in this situation,
we use the definition given in [NBo, Chap. IV, Sect. 5, No. 1, Proposi-
tion 1]. A function f from a locally compact, complete, regular, Borel,
measure space X into a Banach space E is measurable, if for every compact
set K in X and =>0, there is a compact set K$K, such that f is continuous
from K$ into E with its norm topology and the measure, m(K n K$), of K n K$
is less than =. (This is a ‘‘Lusin Theorem’’ approach to measurability
[WRu2, Theorem 2.23].)
For convenience, we state the following well known result ([NBo,
Chap. IV, Sect. 3, No. 4, The ore me 2].
Lemma IV.1.1. If G is a (locally compact) group and E is a Banach
space, then
L1E(G)={,: G  E } , is measurable and |G &,(g)& dg<=
is a Banach space with linear structure defined pointwise and norm defined
by &,&=G &,(g)& dg, where the measure on G is Haar measure, and func-
tions that are equal except on a set of measure zero are identified.
The measurability of g  &,(g)& needed for the integration in Lemma
IV.1.1 relies on the following useful lemma. The notation introduced in
IV.1.2 will be needed later.
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Lemma IV.1.2. Suppose f # L1E(G) for some (locally compact) group G
and Banach space E. Define | f | by | f |(g)=& f (g)&. Then | f | # L1(G) and
& | f | &L1 (G)=& f &.
Proof. | f | is measurable, since the norm is a continuous function on E.
Moreover,
& | f | &L1 (G)=|
G
| f | (g) dg=|
G
& f (g)& dg=& f &<,
which shows that | f | # L1(G). The norm assertion follows from the same
calculation. K
Lemma IV.1.3. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and : is an action of a
(locally compact) group G on A. If ,1 , ,2 # L1A(G), then the map
g  |
G
,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g)) dh
is in L1A(G).
Proof. We prove, first, that (g, h)  ,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g)) is a measurable
map of G_G into A. Note, for this, that (g, h)  ,2(h&1g) is the composi-
tion of two maps, (g, h)  h&1g and ,2 . The first is a continuous map of
G_G into G and the second is a measurable map of G into A, by assump-
tion. Thus (g, h)  ,2(h&1g) is measurable. To show that (g, h) 
:h(,2(h&1g)) is measurable, we prove
(*) If f is a measurable map of G_G into a Banach space M and
g  Lg is a map of G into the bounded linear transformations of M into
itself such that g  Lg(m) is continuous for each m in M and [&Lg& : g # C]
is bounded for each compact subset C of G, then (g, h)  Lg( f (g, h)) and
(g, h)  Lh( f (g, h)) are measurable.
Let + be the measure on G and +_ the product measure +_+ on G_G.
Given a compact subset C of G_G and a positive =, there is a compact
subset C$ of C such that +_(C n C$)<= and f restricted to C$ is continuous.
By assumption, there is a K0 such that &Lg&K0 when g is in the (compact)
image of C$ under projection onto the first coordinate. Thus, when (g, h)
and (g0 , h0) are in C$,
&Lg( f (g, h))&Lg0 ( f (g0 , h0))&&Lg( f (g, h))&Lg( f (g0 , h0))&
+&Lg( f (g0 , h0))&Lg0( f (g0 , h0))&
K0 & f (g, h)& f (g0 , h0)&
+&Lg( f (g0 , h0))&Lg0 ( f (g0 , h0))&.
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Since g  Lg( f (g0 , h0)) is continuous on G and f is continuous on C$, the
continuity of (g, h)  Lg( f (g, h)) on C$ follows from the preceding inequality.
We prove, next, that (g, h)  ,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g)) is measurable by showing
(**) If f and k are measurable maps of G and G_G, respectively, into A,
then the map (g, h)  f (h) k(g, h) of G_G into A is measurable.
Given a compact subset C of G_G and a positive =, let C1 and C2 be the
(compact) images of C under the projection onto the first and second coor-
dinates, respectively. Of course, CC1_C2 . If C0 is a compact subset of
C1_C2 such that +_((C1_C2) n C0)<= and the restriction of (g, h) 
f (h) k(g, h) to C0 is continuous, then C0 & C(=C$) is such that the restric-
tion of (g, h)  f (h) k(g, h) to C$ is continuous, and +_(C n C$)<= since
C n C$(C1_C2) n C0 . We assume, henceforth, that C=C1_C2 .
Since f is measurable, there is a compact subset C$2 of C2 such that
+(C2 n C$2)<=(2(+(C1)+1)) and f restricted to C$2 is continuous. Since k
is measurable, there is a compact subset C$ of C1_C$2 such that k restricted
to C$ is continuous and +_((C1_C$2) n C$)<=2. We have that
+_(C n C$)=+_(C n (C1_C$2))++_((C1_C$2) n C$)
+_(C1_(C2 n C$2))+
=
2
=+(C1) +(C2 n C$2)+
=
2
<=.
In addition, if K0=sup[& f (g)&: g # C$2] and (g, h), (g0 , h0) # C$, then
& f (h) k(g, h)& f (h0) k(g0 , h0)&& f (h) k(g, h)& f (h) k(g0 , h0)&
+& f (h) k(g0 , h0)& f (h0) k(g0 , h0)&
K0 &k(g, h)&k(g0 , h0)&
+& f (h)& f (h0)& &k(g0 , h0)&.
From continuity of k on C$ and f on C$2 , we see, with the aid of the preced-
ing inequality, that (g, h)  f (h) k(g, h) is continuous on C$. Hence this
map is measurable.
It follows that (g, h)  ,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g)) is a measurable map of G_G
into A. With the notation and results of IV.1.2, we have that
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|
G
|
G
&,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g))& dh dg|
G
|
G
&,1(h)& &:h(,2(h&1g))& dh dg
=|
G
|
G
|,1 | (h) |,2 | (h&1g) dh dg
=|
G
|,1 | V$ |,2 | (g) dg
=& |,1 | V$ |,2 | &L1 (G)&,1& &,2&,
where V$ denotes the convolution product in L1(G) (recall that L1(G) is a
Banach algebra). Using Fubini’s Theorem [NBo, Chap. V, Sect. 8, No. 1
The ore me 1], we have that the map g  G ,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g)) dh is in
L1A(G). K
Definition IV.1.4. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and : is an action
of a locally compact group G on A. The covariance algebra (denoted by
AG1 ) is equal to L
1
A(G) as a Banach space. The product of two elements ,1
and ,2 in AG1 is defined by
(,1 V ,2)(g)=|
G
,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g)) dh.
Proposition IV.1.5. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and G is a locally
compact group acting on A. With the product defined in IV.1.4, AG1 is a
Banach algebra.
Proof. By Lemma IV.1.1, AG1 is a Banach space. By Lemma IV.1.3,
,1 V ,2 # AG1 when ,1 , ,2 # A
G
1 . Moreover, by Lemma IV.1.2,
&,1 V ,2 &=|
G
&(,1 V ,2)(g)& dg
=|
G "|G ,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g)) dh" dg
|
G
|
G
&,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g))& dh dg
|
G
|
G
&,1(h)& &:h(,2(h&1g))& dh dg
=|
G
|
G
|,1 | (h) |,2 | (h&1g) dh dg
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=|
G
|,1 | V$ |,2 | (g) dg,
=& |,1 | V$ |,2 | &L1 (G)
& |,1 | &L1(G) & |,2 | &L1(G)
=&,1& &,2&,
where V$ denotes, again, the convolution product in L1(G). Hence
&,1 V ,2 &&,1& &,2 &.
The distributive laws for the product V follow easily from the linearity of
the integral and of :g , and from the distributive laws in A. Finally, we
must prove that the product is associative. Suppose ,1 , ,2 , ,3 # AG1 . By an
argument similar to the one for the measurability of the map in the proof
of IV.1.3, we have that the map
(k, h, g)  ,1(k) :k(,2(k&1h)) :h(,3(h&1g))
is measurable. Moreover,
|
G
|
G
|
G
&,1(k) :k(,2(k&1h)) :h(,3(h&1g))& dk dh dg
|
G
|
G
|
G
|,1 | (k) |,2 | (k&1h) |,3 | (h&1g) dk dh dg
=|
G
(( |,1 | V$ |,2 | ) V$ |,3 | )(g) dg
&,1& &,2 & &,3&.
Thus the following integral is finite for almost all g in G, and by Fubini’s
Theorem,
|
G
|
G
(,1(k) :k(,2(k&1g))) :h(,3(h&1g)) dk dh
=|
G
|
G
,1(k)(:k(,2(k&1g)) :h(,3(h&1g))) dh dk
for almost all g in G. Using this and left invariance of the Haar measure,
we have that
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((,1 V ,2) V ,3)(g)=|
G
(,1 V ,2)(h) :h(,3(h&1g)) dh
=|
G
|
G
(,1(k) :k(,2(k&1h))) :h(,3(h&1g)) dk dh
=|
G
|
G
,1(k)(:k(,2(k&1h)) :h(,3(h&1g))) dh dk
=|
G
|
G
,1(k)(:k(,2(h)) :k:h(,3(h&1k&1g))) dh dk
=|
G
,1(k) :k \|G ,2(h) :h(,3(h&1k&1g)) dh+ dk
=|
G
,1(k) :k((,2 V ,3)(k&1g)) dk
=(,1 V (,2 V ,3))(g)
for almost all g in G. This proves that the product is associative. K
Remark IV.1.6. In the following, Fubini’s theorem will be applied
several times without mentioning it, and in all cases the functions will be
absolutely integrable almost everywhere as in the preceding proof.
Note that, when A is a Banach algebra, L1A(G) is a Banach algebra with
(convolution) product V$ defined by
(1 V$ 2)(g)=|
G
1(h) 2(h&1g) dh
for all g in G, where 1 , 2 # L1A(G). (That is, in fact, A
G
1 with trivial group
action.)
Lemma IV.1.7. Suppose the action : of G on A is inner, as defined in
II.3.4, and :g(A)=Vg AVg&1 for each g in G. Then AG1 and L
1
A(G) are
isometrically isomorphic as Banach algebras. Moreover, the equation
(8(,))(g)=,(g) Vg , for , in AG1 , defines an isomorphism 8: A
G
1  L
1
A(G).
Proof. With 8 as in the statement of the lemma, 8 is linear. Suppose
, # AG1 . Then
&8(,)&=|
G
&8(,)(g)& dg=|
G
&,(g) Vg& dg|
G
&,(g)& dg=&,&,
which shows that 8 is bounded with norm at most 1.
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Suppose ,1 , ,2 # AG1 . Then
8(,1 V ,2)(g)=(,1 V ,2)(g) Vg
=|
G
,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g)) dh Vg
=|
G
,1(h) Vh,2(h&1g) Vh&1 Vg dh
=|
G
,1(h) Vh,2(h&1g) Vh&1g dh
=|
G
8(,1)(h) 8(,2)(h&1g) dh
=8(,1) V$ 8(,2)(g)
for almost all g in G. This proves that 8 is multiplicative.
Define 9: L1A(G)  A
G
1 by 9()(g)=(g) Vg&1 . 9 is linear and bounded
(proven as for 8) with norm at most 1. Moreover, since VgVg&1=I=Vg&1 Vg ,
we have that 8 b 9=id and 9 b 8=id. Hence 8 and 9 are isometric
Banach algebra isomorphisms. K
Remark IV.1.8. If A is a C*-algebra, we define an involution on AG1 by
,*(g)=,(g&1)* 2 (g&1), where 2 is the modular map of the group G. With
this involution, AG1 is a Banach*-algebra. Since V is, clearly, conjugate-
linear and of order 2, we need to show that (,1 V ,2)*=(,2*) V (,1*) for
,1 , ,2 # AG1 . Suppose g # G. Then, by left invariance of the Haar measure,
(,2* V ,1*)(g)=|
G
,2*(k) ,1*(k&1g) dk
=|
G
,2(k&1)* 2 (k&1) ,1(g&1k)* 2 (g&1k) dk
=2 (g&1) |
G
,2(k&1)* ,1(g&1k)* dk
=2 (g&1) \|G ,1(g&1k) ,2(k&1) dk+
*
=2 (g&1) \|G ,1(k) ,2(k&1g&1) dk+
*
=2 (g&1)((,1 V ,2)(g&1))* ( g)
=(,1 V ,2)* (g).
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The crossed product C*-algebra C*(A, :, G), is defined as the envelop-
ing C*-algebra of AG1 . That is, a new norm is defined on A
G
1 as
&,&C*=sup[&?(,)&: ? is a *-representation of A
G
1 on a Hilbert space].
This norm will be a C*-norm, and C*(A, :, G) is defined as the completion
of AG1 in this norm. It follows, from [D-K-R, Theorem 5], that & }&C*
is a norm. That it is a C*-norm (&,,*&=&,&2) follows easily from the
definition.
We apply the procedure leading to AG1 to a Banach equivariant module M.
Definition IV.1.9. Suppose : is an action of a locally compact group
G on a Banach algebra A. If (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach G-A-module, then
we define the covariance module M G1 to be equal to L
1
M(G) as a Banach
space. Suppose , # AG1 and f # M
G
1 . Define , } f and f } , by
(, } f )(g)=|
G
,(h) ;h( f (h&1g)) dh
and
( f } ,)(g)=|
G
f (h) :h(,(h&1g)) dh.
Proposition IV.1.10. Suppose A, G, and M, are as in IV.1.9. Then M G1
is a Banach AG1 -module with the module actions } defined in IV.1.9.
Proof. The proof of the proposition consists of proving the following.
(i) , } f, f } , # M G1 (, # A
G
1 , f # M
G
1 );
(ii) The maps (,, f )  , } f and (,, f )  f } , from AG1 _M
G
1 into
MG1 are bilinear;
(iii) There is a K such that
&, } f &K &,& & f &, & f } ,&K & f & &,& (, # AG1 , f # M G1 );
(iv) (,1 V ,2) } f =,1 } (,2 } f ) (,1 , ,2 # AG1 , f # M
G
1 );
(v) f } (,1 V ,2)=( f } ,1) } ,2 (,1 , ,2 # AG1 , f # M
G
1 );
(vi) (,1 } f ) } ,2=,1 } ( f } ,2) (,1 , ,2 # AG1 , f # M
G
1 ).
Suppose , # AG1 and f # M
G
1 . The proof that g  (, } f )(g) is measurable
is similar to the proof of Lemma IV.1.3. Define |,| and | f | as in IV.1.2.
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Then |,| and | f | are in L1(G). With K the maximum of the norm of the
left and right module actions of A on M, we have that
&(, } f )(g)&|
G
&,(h) ;h( f (h&1g))& dh|
G
K &,(h)& & f (h&1g)& dh
=K |
G
|,| (h) | f | (h&1g) dh=K( |,| V$ | f | )(g).
Hence &(, } f )(g)& is finite for almost all g. Moreover,
&, } f &=|
G
&(, } f )(g)& dgK |
G
|,| V$ | f |(g) dg=K & |,| V$ | f | &L1 (G)
K &,& & f &,
by the Banach algebra inequality in L1(G) and Lemma IV.1.2. Thus
, } f # M G1 and &, } f &K &,& & f &. The proof that f } , # M
G
1 and & f } ,&
K &,& & f & is similar; in this case, the right module action of A on M is
involved. This completes the proof of properties (i) and (iii) of the actions.
The proof of (ii) follows easily from the linearity of ;h , :h and the
integral, and the bilinearity of the corresponding maps from A_M into M.
The proofs of (iv), (v), and (vi) are very similar to each other and to the
proof of associativity of the product in AG1 . In these proofs, instead of using
the associativity in A, we use that M is a Banach A-module, that is, the
actions of A on M satisfy conditions corresponding to (iv), (v), and (vi).
We prove (vi). Suppose ,1 , ,2 # AG1 and f # M
G
1 . Then, by left invariance
of the Haar measure,
((,1 } f ) } ,2)(g)=|
G
(,1 } f )(h) :h(,2(h&1g)) dh
=|
G
|
G
(,1(k) ;k( f (k&1h))) :h(,2(h&1g)) dk dh
=|
G
|
G
,1(k)(;k( f (k&1h)) :h(,2(h&1g))) dh dk
=|
G
|
G
,1(k)(;k( f (h)) :k:h(,2(h&1k&1g))) dh dk
=|
G
,1(k) ;k \|G f (h) :h(,2(h&1k&1g)) dh+ dk
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=|
G
,1(k) ;k(( f } ,2)(k&1g)) dk
=(,1 } ( f } ,2))(g),
for almost all g in G. This proves (vi). K
Even though A is not, in general, a subalgebra of AG1 , M
G
1 has always
a natural A-module structure as defined below.
Lemma IV.1.11. M G1 is a Banach A-module with actions defined by
(Af )(g)=A( f (g)) (A # A, f # M G1 ),
( fA)(g)=( f (g)) :g(A) (A # A, f # M G1 ).
Proof. This is a straightforward computation. K
In the last part of this section, we assume that G is a discrete group
acting on a Banach algebra A and that the measure on G is the counting
measure, (so L1(G) is l1(G)). There is an injective homomorphism e: A  AG1 .
Suppose e is the unit of G. Then the map e is given by e(A)=eA , where
eA in AG1 is defined by
eA(g)={A,0,
when g=e;
when g{e.
The elements eA will be useful in later sections. The following lemma lists
some of the properties of the elements eA . The proof of this lemma, and the
following three lemmas, is straightforward and omitted.
Lemma IV.1.12. Suppose , # AG1 and A, B # A. Then
(i) (, V eA)(g)=,(g) :g(A) (g # G);
(ii) (eB V ,)(g)=B,(g) (g # G);
(iii) eA V eB=eAB ;
(iv) aeA+beB=eaA+bB (a, b # C).
In particular, if g=e, then (, V eA)(e)=,(e)A and (eB V ,)(e)=B,(e).
In some cases, we shall view A as the subalgebra of AG1 consisting of the
image of the injective homomorphism e, that is, as the set of elements
[eA : A # A].
Suppose A has a unit I. Then the elements 1g in AG1 are defined by
1g(h)={I,0,
if g=h;
if g{h.
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We have the following simple relations for these elements.
Lemma IV.1.13.
(i) 1g V 1h=1gh for all g and h in G.
(ii) (1g V ,)(h)=:g(,(g&1h)) for all , in AG1 .
(iii) (, V 1g)(h)=,(hg&1) for all , in AG1 .
(iv) eA V 1g=1g V e:g &1(A) .
Lemma IV.1.14. Suppose G is a discrete group acting on a Banach
algebra A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant module. With f in M G1 ,
A, B in A, and g, h in G,
(i) ( f } eA)(g)= f (g) :g(A),
(ii) (eB } f )(g)=Bf (g),
(iii) (1g } f )(h)=I;g( f (g&1h)),
(iv) ( f } 1g)(h)= f (hg&1) I.
For (iii) and (iv), A is assumed to be unital (with unit I ).
Note that, using Lemma IV.1.14, the actions of A on M G1 described in
IV.1.11 coincide with the actions induced by A viewed as a subalgebra of
AG1 (when G is discrete).
Lemma IV.1.15. The elements [1g V eA | g # G, A # A] span a norm dense
subalgebra of AG1 . Furthermore, every element of A
G
1 can be approximated
arbitrarily close in norm by elements of the form  j 1gj V eAj , where the sum
is finite, and the gj are distinct.
IV.2. More about Covariance Algebra Modules
Our goal in this section is to prove that if M is a dual G-A-module and
G is a discrete group, then the covariance module M G1 is a dual A
G
1 -module.
Definition IV.2.1. Let G be a locally compact group and E a Banach
space. Denote by C0(G, E) the set of continuous functions from G to E that
tend to zero at infinity. C0(G, E) is a Banach space with linear structure
defined pointwise and with norm defined by &a&=supg # G &a(g)&.
Lemma IV.2.2. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
(locally compact) group G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant
module. If a # C0(G, M) and , # AG1 , then the functions a } , and , } a, defined
below, are in C0(G, M),
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(a } ,)(g)=|
G
;h&1 (a(hg) ,(h)) dh,
(, } a)(g)=|
G
:g(,(g&1h)) a(h) dh=|
G
:g(,(h)) a(gh) dh,
where dh is left-invariant Haar measure on G.
Proof. The last equality follows from left invariance of the Haar measure.
As in the proof of (V) of Lemma IV.1.3, we have that h  ;h&1 (a(hg) ,(h))
is measurable.
With a and , as in the statement, we have that
|
G
&;k&1 (a(kg) ,(k))& dk=|
G
&a(kg) ,(k)& dk=|
G
K &a(kg)& &,(k)& dk
K &a& |
G
&,(k)& dk=K &a& &,&,
where K is the maximum of the norms of the left and right module actions
of A on M.
Since a is uniformly continuous, given =>0 there is a neighborhood |0
of e in G such that &a(h)&a(g)&<=(K &,&+1) when g&1h # |0 . Given g0
in G and g in g0|0 , we have that
&(a } ,)(g)&(a } ,)(g0)&="|G ;h&1 (a(hg) ,(h)) dh&|G ;h&1 (a(hg0) ,(h)) dh"
|
G
&;h&1 [a(hg)&a(hg0)] :h&1 (,(h))& dh
K |
G
&a(hg)&a(hg0)& &,(h)& dh
K |
G
=
K &,&+1
&,(h)& dh<=,
since (hg0)&1 (hg)= g&10 g # |0 . This proves that the map g  (a } ,)(g) is
continuous.
Furthermore, given =>0, there is a compact subset C of the group G such
that G n C &,(g)& dg<=(2K &a&+1), and such that &a(h)&<=(2K &,&+1)
when h # G n C. Define C$=[k&1h | k, h # C]. Then C$ is compact (as the
image of the compact set C_C under the continuous map (k, h)  k&1h).
Suppose g # G n C$. If h # C, then hg # G n C. Hence, if g # G n C$, then
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&(a } ,)(g)&="|G ;h&1(a(hg) ,(h)) dh"
|
G
&;h&1 (a(hg) ,(h))& dh
|
G
K &a(hg)& &,(h)& dh
=|
G n C
K &a(hg)& &,(h)& dh+|
C
K &a(hg)& &,(h)& dh
K &a& |
G n C
&,(k)& dk+
=
2K &,&+1
K |
C
&,(h)& dh
K &a&
=
2K &a&+1
+
=
2K &,&+1
K &,&<=.
This completes the proof that a } , # C0(G, M). The proof that , } a # C0(G, M)
is similar. K
Lemma IV.2.3. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a (locally
compact) group G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach G-A-module. Then
C0(G, M) is a Banach AG1 -module with the actions } defined in Lemma IV.2.2.
Proof. It follows from Lemma IV.2.2 that a } , # C0(G, M) when
a # C0(G, M) and , # AG1 . Moreover, it follows, from a computation in the
proof of IV.2.2, that &a } ,&=supg # G &(a } ,)(g)&K &a& &,&. It follows,
similarly, that &(, } a)&K &a& &,&. Hence the module actions of AG1 on
C0(G, A) are bounded with norm at most K.
It follows, immediately, from the definitions that the maps
(a, ,)  a } , and (a, ,)  , } a
from C0(G, M)_AG1 into C0(G, M) are bilinear. It remains for us to prove
that, when a # C0(G, M) and ,1 , ,2 # AG1 ,
(i) (a } ,1) } ,2=a } (,1 V ,2),
(ii) ,2 } (,1 } a)=(,2 V ,1) } a,
(iii) ,1 } (a } ,2)=(,1 } a) } ,2 .
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By left invariance of the Haar measure,
((a } ,1) } ,2)(g)=|
G
;k&1 [((a } ,1)(kg)) ,2(k)] dk
=|
G
;k&1 \|G ;l&1 (a(lkg) ,1(l )) dl ,2(k)+ dk
=|
G
|
G
;(lk)&1 [a(lkg) ,1(l ) : l(,2(k))] dk dl
=|
G
|
G
;k&1 [a(kg) ,1(l ) : l(,2(l
&1k))] dk dl
=|
G
;k&1 \a(kg) |G ,1(l ) : l(,2(l&1 k)) dl+ dk
=|
G
;k&1 [a(kg)(,1 V ,2)(k)] dk
=(a } (,1 V ,2))(g),
for all g in G. This proves (i).
Again, using left invariance of the Haar measure, we have that
(,1 } (,2 } a))(g)=|
G
:g(,1(k))((,2 } a)(gk)) dk
=|
G
|
G
:g(,1(k)) :gk(,2(l )) a(gkl ) dl dk
=|
G
|
G
:g(,1(k)) :gk(,2(k&1l )) a(gl ) dk dl
=|
G
:g \|G ,1(k) :k(,2(k&1l)) dk+ a(gl ) dl
=|
G
:g((,1 V ,2)(l )) a(gl ) dl
=((,1 V ,2) } a)(g)
for all g in G. This proves (ii).
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Finally, we have that
(,1 } (a } ,2))(g)=|
G
:g(,1(k))(a } ,2)(gk) dk
=|
G
|
G
:g(,1(k)) ;l&1 (a(lgk) ,2(l )) dl dk
=|
G
|
G
;l&1 (: lg(,1(k)) a((lg)k) ,2(l )) dk dl
=|
G
; l&1 ((,1 } a)(lg) ,2(l )) dl
=((,1 } a) } ,2)(g),
which proves (iii). K
Proposition IV.2.4. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and G is a discrete
group acting on A. If M is a dual G-A-module, then MG1 is a dual A
G
1 -module.
Moreover, M G1 is isometrically isomorphic as a Banach A
G
1 -module to
(C0(G, M*))*, where M* is the predual of M with the action describedin I.3.9.
Proof. It suffices to prove the last assertion in the proposition, since
(C0(G, M*))* is a dual A
G
1 -module (as the dual of the Banach A
G
1 -module
C0(G, M*) (I.3.2)). Since G is discrete and, as always, we assume that the
measure on G is the counting measure, all integrals will be written as sums.
In the discussion that follows, our sums over G are the ‘‘unordered sums’’
over the directed set of finite subsets of G partially ordered by inclusion (as
described in [K-R], pp. 2528]).
Define 8: M G1  C0(G, M*)* by
(8( f ), a)= :
g # G
( f (g), a(g)) ( f # M G1 , a # C0(G, M*)).
Since
|(8( f ), a) | :
g # G
|( f (g), a(g)) | :
g # G
& f (g)& &a(g)&
 :
g # G
& f (g)& &a&=& f & &a&,
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we see that (8( f ), a) is finite. As 8( f ) is linear, 8( f ) is bounded and
&8( f )&& f &. Thus 8( f ) # C0(G, M*)*, and 8 is bounded with norm at
most 1.
Define a map 9 of C0(G, M*)* into M
G
1 as follows. With  in C0(G, M*)*
and gm
*
the element of C0(G, M*) that takes the value m* (in M*) at g
and is 0 elsewhere on G, let (9())(g) be the functional on M
*
whose
value at m
*
is (, gm
*
). Since tgm
*
+ gm$
*
= gtm
*
+m$
*
(t a scalar), (9())(g)
is linear. Moreover,
|( (9())(g), m
*
) |=|(, gm
*
) |&& &m
*
& (m
*
# M
*
).
Thus 9()(g) # M(=(M
*
)*), and &(9())(g)&&& for all g in G.
We prove, now, that 9() # M G1 . Let F be a finite subset of G. Note that
:
g # F
&(9())(g)&= :
g # F
sup[ |( (9())(g), m
*
) | : m
*
# M
*
, &m
*
&1]
= :
g # F
sup[ |(, gm
*
) |].
For each g in F, let m g
*
(1), m g
*
(2), ... be a sequence of elements in the unit
ball of M
*
such that (, gmg
*
( j))0 for all j and [(, gmg
*
( j))] tends to
sup[ |(, gm
*
) |] as j  , for each g in F. (We use a scalar of modulus
1 as a multiple of m g
*
( j) to arrange that (, gm g
*
( j))0.) Let a j (g) be
mg
*
( j) when g # F and 0 when g  F. Then a j is in the unit ball of
C0(G, M*) and aj= g # F gmg*( j)
. Moreover,
&&(, aj )= :
g # F
(, gm g
*
( j))  j :
g # F
sup[ |(, gm
*
) |]
= :
g # F
&(9())(g)&.
It follows that  g # G &(9())(g)& converges and the (unordered) sum does
not exceed &&. Thus 9() # M G1 and &9()&&&. From its definition,
9 is linear. We have just proved that &9&1.
Suppose f # M G1 , g # G, and m* # M*. Then
(9(8( f ))(g), m
*
) =(8( f ), gm
*
) = :
h # G
( f (h), gm
*
(h))=( f (g), m
*
).
Thus ((9 b 8)( f ))(g)= f (g), and 9 b 8=id. Furthermore, if  # C0(G, M*)*
and a # C0(G, M*), then  g # G ga(g) converges in norm (in C0(G, M*)) to a.
Hence
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(8(9()), a)= :
g # G
(9()(g), a(g)) = :
g # G
(, ga(g))
=, :g # G ga(g)=(, a) ,
by continuity of , and 8 b 9=id.
It follows that 8 and 9 are isometric isomorphisms. To complete the
proof, we show that 8 is an AG1 -module map. With , in A
G
1 , f in M
G
1 , and
a in C0(G, M*), we show that
(i) (8(, } f ), a)=(,8( f ), a) =(8( f ), a } ,)
(ii) (8( f } ,), a)=(8( f ) ,, a) =(8( f ), , } a) ,
where the last equality, in both cases, results from the definition of the dual
action. Note that
(8(, } f ), a)= :
g # G
( (, } f )(g), a(g))
= :
g # G
:
k # G
(,(k) ;k( f (k&1g)), a(g))
= :
g # G
:
k # G
( f (k&1g), #k&1[a(g) ,(k)])
= :
k # G
:
g # G
( f (g), #k&1 [a(kg) ,(k)])
= :
g # G  f (g), :k # G #k&1 [a(kg) ,(k)]
= :
g # G
( f (g), (a } ,)(g)))
=(8( f ), a } ,) ,
where # is the action of G on M
*
induced by the action of G on M (as
described in I.3.9). This proves (i).
Finally, if a, f, and , are as before, then
(8( f } ,), a) = :
g # G
:
k # G
( f (k) :k(,(k&1g)), a(g))
= :
k # G  f (k), :g # G :k(,(k
&1g)) a(g)
= :
k # G
( f (k), (, } a)(k))
=(8( f ), , } a),
which proves (ii). K
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Lemma IV.2.5. Let R be a von Neumann algebra, G a discrete group
acting on R, and M a dual normal R-module and a dual G-R-module. Then
MG1 is a dual normal R-module, where the action of R on M
G
1 is the action
induced by R viewed as a subalgebra of RG1 (as discussed in the paragraph
preceding IV.1.15this coincides with the action defined in IV.1.11.)
Proof. It follows from Proposition IV.2.4 that M G1 is a dual R
G
1 -module
and, hence, a dual R-module. Suppose a # C0(G, M*) and f # M
G
1 . We
prove that the maps
A  (8(Af ), a) and A  (8( fA), a)
are normal functionals on R. By [K-R, 7.4.2 and 7.4.5] it suffices to prove
that if At is a net in (R)1 converging ultraweakly to A, then (8(At f ), a)
converges to (8(Af ), a) and (8( fAt), a) converges to (8( fA), a). By
definition of the action of R on M G1 , we have that
(8((At&A) f ), a) = :
g # G
( ((At&A) f )(g), a(g))
= :
g # G
( (eAt&A } f )(g), a(g))
= :
g # G
( (At&A)( f (g)), a(g)).
Since M is a dual normal R-module, ( (At&A)( f (g)), a(g)) converges to
0 for each g in G.
Suppose =>0 is given. There is a (non-null) finite subset F of G such
that for g in G n F, &a(g)&<=(4(& f &+1)). Moreover, for each g in F,
there is a tg such that |( (At&A)( f (g)), a(g)) |<=(2 |F | ) if ttg . Find t0
such that t0tg for all g in F. Then, if tt0 ,
} :g # G ( (At&A) f (g), a(g)) }
 :
g # F
|( (At&A)( f (g)), a(g)) |+ :
g # G n F
|( (At&A)( f (g)), a(g)) |
< :
g # F
=
2 |F |
+ :
g # G&F
&At&A& & f (g)& &a(g)&
=2+2
=
4(& f &+1)
:
g # G
& f (g)&<=.
Thus (8((At&A) f ), a)  0, and (8(At f ), a)  (8(Af ), a).
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The proof that (8( fAt), a) converges to (8( fA), a) is similar; in
this case, one uses that *-automorphisms of von Neumann algebras are
ultraweakultraweak continuous [K-R, 7.4.8]. K
Corollary IV.2.6. Suppose R is a hyperfinite von Neumann algebra,
and G is a discrete group acting on R. Then Hn(R, M G1 )=0 for all n1 and
each module M that is both a dual G-R-module and a dual normal R-module.
Proof. By Lemma IV.2.5, M G1 is a dual normal R-module. Then, by
Corollary 6.4 of [J-K-R], Hn(R, M G1 )=0. K
IV.3. Group Action
When a covariance algebra (or covariance module) is constructed from
an action of the group G on a Banach algebra A (or a Banach G-A-module
M), we can define an action of G on AG1 (and M
G
1 ). With these actions on
AG1 and M
G
1 , M
G
1 is a Banach G-A
G
1 -module. If G is a discrete group acting
on a unital Banach algebra A, then the action of G introduced on AG1 is
inner (in the sense of II.3.4). Moreover, in this case, the action of G on M G1
is equal to the action defined, from an inner action on AG1 , on a Banach
AG1 -module in II.3.5 (when M is unital). Thus, by II.3.5, M
G
1 is a Banach
G-AG1 -module. In addition, if M is a dual G-A-module, then M
G
1 is a dual
G-AG1 -module by II.3.5 and IV.2.4.
Definition IV.3.1. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of
a locally compact group G on A, 2 is the modular map on G, and
(A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant module.
For g in G, let :~ g be the map from AG1 to itself defined by
(:~ g(,))(h)=:g(,(g&1hg)) 2 (g) (, # AG1 ).
Similarly, let ; g be the map from M G1 to itself defined by
(; g( f ))(h)=;g( f (g&1hg)) 2 (g) ( f # M G1 ).
The properties of the modular map that we use in the following can be
found in [LNa, Propositions II.5.7 and II.5.8].
Lemma IV.3.2. Suppose G is a locally compact group acting on a Banach
algebra A. Then :~ is an action of G on AG1 (in the sense of I.2.2).
Proof. Suppose , # AG1 . Then :~ g(,) is measurable and, by left invariance
of the Haar measure,
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&:~ g(,)&=|
G
&:~ g(,)(h)& dh=|
G
&:g(,(g&1hg)) 2 (g)& dh
=|
G
&,(g&1hg)& 2 (g) dh=|
G
&,(hg)& 2 (g) dh
=|
G
&,(h)& dh=&,&,
which shows that :~ g(,) # AG1 and that :~ g is an isometry. Clearly, :~ g is
linear. Moreover, for all g, h in G and , in AG1 ,
:~ g(:~ h(,))(k)=:g(:~ h(,)(g&1kg)) 2 (g)
=:g(:h(,(h&1g&1kgh))) 2 (g) 2 (h)
=:gh(,((gh)&1 k(gh))) 2 (gh)
=:~ gh(,)(k),
which proves (iii) of Definition I.2.2. Since :~ e=id (e the unit of G), we
have, from the preceding, that :~ g b :~ g&1=:~ g&1 b :~ g=id, which proves that
:~ g is bijective, completing the proof of (i) of I.2.2.
Suppose ,1 , ,2 # AG1 . Then, by left invariance of the Haar measure,
:~ g(,1 V ,2)(h)=:g((,1 V ,2)(g&1hg)) 2 (g)
=:g \|G ,1(k) :k(,2(k&1g&1hg)) dk+ 2 (g)
=:g \|G ,1(g&1k) :g&1 :k(,2(k&1hg)) 2 (g) dk+
=|
G
:g(,1(g&1k)) :k(,2(k&1hg)) 2 (g) dk
=|
G
:g(,1(g&1kg)) :k(:g(,2(g&1k&1hg))) 2 (g) 2 (g) dk
=|
G
(:~ g(,1))(k) :k((:~ g(,2))(k&1h)) dk
=(:~ g(,1) V :~ g(,2))(h),
for almost all h in G, and (ii) of I.2.2 follows.
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Suppose , in AG1 and a positive = are given. There is a  in A
G
1 , continuous
and with compact support, such that &,&&<=4. Hence
&:~ g(,)&,&&:~ g(,&)&+&:~ g()&&+&&,&
<=4+&:~ g()&&+=4.
Using the definition of :~ , we have that
&:~ g()&&=|
G
&:g((g&1hg)) 2 (g)&(h)& dh
|
G
&:g((g&1hg)&(h)) 2 (g)& dh
+|
G
&:g((h)) 2 (g)&:g((h))& dh
+|
G
&:g((h))&(h)& dh.
It follows, by methods similar to those in the proof of IV.2.2, that there
are neighborhoods |1 , |2 , and |3 of e (the unit of G) such that
|
G
&:g((g&1hg)&(h)) 2 (g)& dh<
=
6
when g # |1 ,
|
G
&:g((h)) 2 (g)&:g((h))& dh<
=
6
when g # |2 ,
|
G
&:g((h))&(h)& dh<
=
6
when g # |3 .
Let | be |1 & |2 & |3 . Then &:~ g()&&<=2 for g in |, whence
&:~ g(,)&,&<=.
This proves that the map g  :~ g(,) is continuous at e. Suppose g0 # G.
Then, for all g in g0|,
&:~ g(,)&:~ g0(,)&=&:~ g 0&1 :~ g(,)&,&=&:~ g0&1 g(,)&,&<=
since g&10 g # |. This proves that the map g  :~ g(,) is continuous at g0 . K
Lemma IV.3.3. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, G is a group acting on
A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant module. Then (AG1 , :~ , M
G
1 , ; ) is
a Banach equivariant module.
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Proof. We prove that ; satifies Definition I.2.3. The arguments for the
properties of :~ , in IV.3.2, corresponding to (i), (iv), and (v) of Definition
I.2.3 are valid with ; in place of :.
Suppose g # G, , # AG1 , and f # M
G
1 . Then, by left invariance of the Haar
measure,
(; g(, } f ))(h)=(;g((, } f )(g&1hg))) 2 (g)
=;g \|G ,(k) ;k( f (k&1g&1hg)) dk+ 2 (g)
=|
G
:g(,(k)) ;gk( f (k&1g&1hg)) 2 (g) dk
=|
G
:g(,(g&1k)) ;k( f (k&1hg)) 2 (g) dk
=|
G
:g(,(g&1kg)) ;kg( f (g&1k&1hg)) 2 (g) 2 (g) dk
=|
G
(:~ g(,))(k) ;k((; g( f ))(k&1h)) dk
=((:~ g(,)) } (; g( f )))(h),
for almost all h in G, which proves (ii). Moreover,
(; g( f } ,))(h)=;g[( f } ,)(g&1hg)] 2 (g)
=|
G
;g( f (k)) :gk(,(k&1g&1hg)) 2 (g) dk
=|
G
;g( f (g&1kg)) :kg(,(g&1k&1hg)) 2 (g) 2 (g) dk
=|
G
(; g( f ))(k) :k((:~ g(,))(k&1h)) dk
=(; g( f )) } (:~ g(,))(h),
for almost all h in G. This proves (iii). K
Lemma IV.3.4. If G is a discrete group acting on a unital Banach algebra
A, then the action :~ on AG1 is inner. Moreover, :~ g(,)=1g V , V 1g&1 for all
, in AG1 and all g in G.
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Proof. Suppose , # AG1 and g # G. Then, by Lemma IV.1.13 since
2 (g)=1 for discrete groups,
1g V , V 1g&1(h)=1g V (, V 1g&1 (h))=:g((, V 1g&1)(g&1h))
=:g(,(g&1hg))=(:~ g(,))(h),
which proves the last assertion of the lemma.
It remains to prove that 1g satisfies (i)(iv) of II.3.4. Since &1g &=11,
(i) follows. Part (ii) follows from IV.1.13 (i). Part (iii) is proven above and
(iv) is trivial since G is discrete. K
Remark IV.3.5. (i) Note that if A is a C*-algebra, then 1g is unitary
in the C*-crossed product, whence the action defined on AG1 extends to an
inner action on the C*-crossed product.
(ii) Since :~ g(eA)=e:g (A) the action :~ restricted to the image of A
inside the covariance algebra, corresponds to the original action.
Lemma IV.3.6. Suppose G is a discrete group acting on a unital Banach
algebra A and (A, :, M, ;) is a unital Banach equivariant module. Then
; g( f )=1g } f } 1g&1 . If M is a unital dual G-A-module, then M G1 is a dual
G-AG1 -module.
Proof. Suppose f # M G1 and g # G. Then, from Lemma IV.1.14, we have
that
(1g } f } 1g&1)(h)=;g(( f } 1g&1)(g&1h))=;g( f (g&1hg))
for all h in G, which proves the first assertion.
If M is a dual G-A-module, then M G1 is a dual A
G
1 -module by IV.2.4.
Since the action of G is induced by 1g , it follows from II.3.5 that M G1 is a
dual G-AG1 -module. K
Remark IV.3.7. Since M G1 is a dual G-A
G
1 -module, by IV.3.6, when G
is discrete and M is a dual G-A-module, it follows from I.3.9 that there is
an action of G on C0(G, M*) such that C0(G, M*) is a Banach G-A
G
1 -
module. This argument can be used to prove that C0(G, N) is a Banach
equivariant module only when G is discrete. However, it is possible to
define an action of G on C0(G, N) under which it is a Banach G-AG1 -
module for all unimodular groups G.
Definition IV.3.8. Suppose G is a group acting on a Banach algebra
A and (A, :, N, ;) is a Banach equivariant module. Define ; g : C0(G, N) 
C0(G, N) by
; g(a)(h)=;g(a(g&1hg)) (a # C0(G, N), g, h # G).
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Lemma IV.3.9. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, G is a unimodular locally
compact group acting on A, and (A, :, N, ;) is a Banach equivariant module.
Then (AG1 , :~ , C0(G, N), ; ) is a Banach equivariant module with the module
actions defined in IV.2.2.
Proof. Suppose a # C0(G, N). Then ; g(a) # C0(G, N) since multiplica-
tion in G is continuous and ;g is a bounded linear map. ; g is linear. If
a # C0(G, N), then
&; g(a)&=sup
h # G
&; g(a)(h)&=sup
h # G
&;g(a(g&1hg))&
=sup
h # G
&a(g&1hg)&=&a&,
which shows that ; g is an isometry. As with ; in IV.3.1, ; g ; h=; gh , which
proves (iv) of I.2.3. In particular, ; g ; g&1=id=; g&1 ; g , which proves that
; g is bijective, completing the proof that (i) is satisfied.
To prove (ii), suppose , # AG1 , a # C0(G, N), and g # G. Then, using the
definition of , } a in IV.2.2, we have that
(; g(, } a))(h)=;g((, } a)(g&1hg))
=|
G
;g(:g&1hg(,(k)) a(g&1hgk)) dk
=|
G
;g(:g&1hg(,(k)) a(g&1hgk)) dk
=|
G
:hg(,(k)) ;g(a(g&1hgk)) dk
=|
G
:hg(,(g&1k)) ;g(a(g&1hk)) dk
=|
G
:h:g(,(g&1kg)) ;g(a(g&1hkg)) dk
=|
k # G
:h((:~ g(,))(k))((; g(a))(hk)) dk
=(:~ g(,) } ; g(a))(h).
Part (ii) follows.
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Suppose ,, a, and g are as before. Then, again using Definition IV.2.2
and the fact that G is unimodular, we have that
(; g(a } ,))(h)=;g((a } ,)(g&1hg))
=|
G
;k&1 g(a(g&1khg)) :k&1 :g(,(g&1kg)) dk
=|
G
;k&1(;g(a(g&1khg))(:g(,(g&1kg)))) dk
=|
G
;k&1(; g(a)(kh) :~ g(,)(k)) dk
=(; g(a) } :~ g(,))(h),
which proves (iii).
Finally, we prove that the action is continuous. This is clear when G is
discrete. Suppose a # C0(G, N) and h # G. Then
&; h(a)&; e(a)&=sup
g # G
&(; h(a))(g)&a(g)&
=sup
g # G
&;h(a(h&1gh))&a(g)&
sup
g # G
&;h(a(h&1gh))&;h(a(g))&+sup
g # G
&;h(a(g))&a(g)&
=sup
g # G
&a(h&1gh)&a(g)&+sup
g # G
&;h(a(g))&a(g)&.
It follows, by methods similar to those in the proof of IV.2.2 and those
not given in IV.3.2, that there are open neighborhoods & and | of e such
that
sup
g # G
&a(h&1gh)&a(g)&<
=
2
when h # &,
sup
g # G
&;h(a(g))&a(g)&<
=
2
when h # |.
Thus, if h # & & |, then &; h(a)&a&=, which proves that the map
h  ; h(a) is continuous at e. The continuity at g0 follows as in the proof
of IV.3.2, using that ; g is an isometry. K
Remark IV.3.10. Suppose G is discrete and (A, :, M, ;) is a dual G-A-
module. Denote by # the action of G, induced by ;, on M
*
(as in I.3.9).
We prove that the action ; on M G1 is the dual of the action # on
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C0(G, M*). That is, we prove that the map 8, defined in the proof of
IV.2.4, is equivariant, with the action on C0(G, M*)* dual to the action # .
Suppose f # M G1 , a # C0(G, M*), and g # G. Then, 2
 (g)=1, and
(8(; g( f )), a)= :
h # G
( ;g( f (g&1hg)), a(h))
= :
h # G
( f (g&1hg), #g&1(a(h)))
= :
h # G
( f (h), #g&1(a(ghg&1)))
= :
h # G
( f (h), (# g&1(a))(h))
=(8( f ), # g&1(a))
=(# g*(8( f )), a).
Thus 8(; g( f ))=# g*(8( f )), and 8 is equivariant.
This re-proves that M G1 is a dual G-A
G
1 -module, and this time without
assuming that M is unital, as we did in IV.3.6.
Remark IV.3.11. Note that, when G is discrete, the action of G on
C0(G, M) is induced by 1g , that is, ; g(a)=1g } a } 1g&1 for all a in C0(G, M).
This can be proven either by a direct computation, or by noting that, since
the action on (M*)G1 is induced by 1g , the action on C0(G, M) is induced
by the elements 1g , since it has the predual action of both G and AG1 .
We conclude this section by considering M G1 and C0(G, M) as A-modules.
Lemma IV.3.12. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, G is a locally compact
group acting on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant module. Then
(A, :, M G1 , ; ) is a Banach equivariant module with the module actions
described in IV.1.11.
Proof. It follows from IV.1.11 that M G1 is a Banach A-module. It
remains to prove that ; satisfies I.2.3, with A as the algebra. Since (i), (iv),
and (v) of I.2.3 do not depend on the algebra, they follow from IV.3.3.
Suppose A # A, f # M G1 , and g # G. Then, from IV.3.1 and IV.1.11,
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(; g(Af ))(h)=;g((Af )(g&1hg)) 2 (g)
=;g(Af (g&1hg)) 2 (g)
=:g(A) ;g( f (g&1hg)) 2 (g)
=:g(A)((; g( f ))(h))
=(:g(A) ; g( f ))(h)
for almost all h in G. This proves (ii) of I.2.3. Moreover,
(; g( fA))(h)=;g(( fA)(g&1hg)) 2 (g)
=;g( f (g&1hg) :g&1hg(A)) 2 (g)
=;g( f (g&1hg)) :h:g(A) 2 (g)
=((; g( f ))(h)) :h(:g(A))
=(; g( f ) :g(A))(h)
for almost all h in G, which proves (iii) of I.2.3. K
Lemma IV.3.13. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
unimodular group G, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant module. Then
(A, :, C0(G, M), ; ) is a Banach equivariant module with module actions
defined by
(Aa)(g)=A(a(g)) (A # A, a # C0(G, M)),
(aA)(g)=a(g) :g(A) (A # A, a # C0(G, M)).
Proof. It is immediate that C0(G, M) is a Banach A-module. Parts
(i),(iv), and (v) of Definition I.2.3 follows from IV.3.9. Finally, the proofs
of (ii) and (iii) are very close to the proofs given in Lemma IV.3.12; 
replaces t and a in C0(G, M) replaces f in M G1 . (Unimodularity is not
needed for (ii) and (iii).) K
Corollary IV.3.14. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of
a discrete group G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a dual equivariant module. Then
(A, :, M G1 , ; ) is a dual equivariant module with module actions as described
in IV.1.11.
Proof. Since the module actions of A on M G1 are the actions induced by
A viewed as a subalgebra of AG1 (by the remark following IV.1.14), it
follows, from the fact (IV.3.10) that M G1 is a dual G-A
G
1 -module that M
G
1
is also a dual G-A-module. K
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IV.4. Amenability of Covariance Algebra
In this section, we consider the question of when the covariance algebra
is amenable. The first result states that if A is an amenable C*-algebra,
then the C*-algebra crossed product C*(A, :, G), resulting from an action
of an amenable group, is amenable. The second result states that if A is an
amenable Banach algebra and G is an amenable discrete group acting
on A, then the covariance algebra is amenable. The proof of the second
result consists of noting that the proof in [JRo] carries over to the Banach
algebra case. Finally, it is proven that if G is an amenable group acting
inner on a Banach algebra A, then the resulting covariance algebra AG1 is
amenable.
Proposition IV.4.1. If G is an amenable group acting on a norm-separable,
amenable C*-algebra A, then the C*-algebra crossed product C*(A, G, :) is
an amenable C*-algebra.
Proof. By [UHa1, Theorem 3.1; ACo2, Corollary 2], a norm-separable
C*-algebra is amenable if and only if it is nuclear. Hence A is nuclear and
by [PGr, Proposition 14], C*(A, G, :) is nuclear. Thus, by the above
quoted equivalence, C*(A, G, :) is amenable. K
A different proof of this result is given in [L-P].
Proposition IV.4.2. Suppose G is an amenable group acting on an
amenable unital Banach algebra A. If G is discrete, then AG1 is an amenable
Banach algebra.
Proof. Suppose M* is a dual AG1 -module and $: A
G
1  M* is a bounded
derivation. From III.1.5, we may assume that M* is unital.
Let A =[eA # AG1 | A # A]. Then A is an amenable subalgebra of A
G
1
(see the comment following IV.1.12). Thus, by [J-K-R, Theorem 4.1] (or
II.4.9 (b) with G the one-element group), there is an m* in M* such that
\=$&2(m*) vanishes on A . It suffices to show that \ is inner.
Define f : G  M* by f (g)=1g\(1g&1), where 1g is the element defined in
the paragraph preceding Lemma IV.1.13. f is continuous since G is discrete.
For g in G,
& f (g)&=&1g \(1g&1)&K &1g& &\& &1g&1 &K &\&
(where K is the norm of the left module action on M*), which shows that
f is bounded. Thus, for each m in M, the map g  (1g \(1g&1), m) is bounded
and continuous. Let + be a left invariant mean on G. Define f0 : M  C by
( f0 , m) =+(g  (1g \(1g&1), m) ).
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For each m in M,
|( f0 , m) |=|+(g  (1g \(1g&1), m) )|
&(g  (1g \(1g&1), m) )&K &\& &m&,
which shows that f0 is bounded. Since f0 is linear, f0 # M*.
Suppose A # A. Then, by IV.1.13(i) and (iv),
\(1g&1 V eA)=\((1g&1 V eA V 1g) V 1g&1)
=(1g&1 V eA V 1g) \(1g&1)+\(e:g &1 (A)) 1g&1 ,
where the last term is zero by construction of \. Using this, we have that
eA f (g)& f (g) eA=(eA V 1g) \(1g&1)&1g \(1g&1) eA
=1g[(1g&1 V eA V 1g) \(1g&1)&\(1g&1) eA]
=1g[\(1g&1 V eA)&\(1g&1) eA]
=1g[1g&1\(eA)]=0.
Recalling the relation of the actions of AG1 on M* and M (see I.3.2), we
have that
(eA f0& f0eA , m)=( f0 , meA&eAm)
=+(g  ( f (g), meA&eAm) )
=+(g  (eA f (g)& f (g) eA , m) )
=+(g  0)=0.
Hence 2( f0)(eA)=eA f0& f0eA=0=\(eA).
If g, h # G, then, since M* is unital,
1g f (h)=(1g V 1h) \(1h&1)
=1gh \(1(gh)&1 V 1g)
=1gh(1(gh)&1 \(1g)+\(1(gh)&1) 1g)
=\(1g)+ f (gh) 1g ,
which shows that \(1g)=1g f (h)& f (gh) 1g for each h in G. Thus, by left
invariance of +,
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(\(1g), m)=+(h  (\(1g), m) )
=+(h  (1g f (h)& f (gh) 1g , m) )
=+(h  (1g f (h), m) )&+(h  ( f (gh) 1g , m) )
=+(h  ( f (h), m1g) )&+(h  ( f (gh), 1g m) )
=( f0 , m1g) &( f0 , 1g m)
=(1g f0 , m) &( f01g , m)
=(1g f0& f01g , m)
for all m in M. Hence \(1g)=1g f0& f0 1g .
Thus, for A in A and g in G,
\(1g V eA)=1g \(eA)+\(1g) eA=1g(eA f0& f0eA)+(1g f0& f01g) eA
=(1g V eA) f0& f0(1g V eA)=2( f0)(1g V eA).
Since \&2( f0) is linear and bounded, we have, from IV.1.15, that
\=2( f0). K
The proof of Proposition IV.4.4 is essentially the proof of Theorem 1 in
[JRo]. I think the method of proof used in [L-P] can be used to prove
IV.4.2 without assuming that G is discrete.
Proposition IV.4.3 [JRo, Theorem 1]. If G is a discrete amenable group
acting on an amenable C*-algebra A, then the C*-algebra crossed product
C*(A, :, G) is amenable.
Proof. Denote by C(A, :, G) the subalgebra of AG1 generated (algebrai-
cally) by the set [1g , eA | g # G, A # A]. All elements of C(A, :, G) can be
represented by a finite sum of the form ni=1 1gi V eAi , by Lemma IV.1.15.
Let {: AG1  C*(A, :, G) be the inclusion map.
Define &: C(A, :, G)  C*(A, :, G) by &(ni=1 1gi *eAi)={(
n
i=1 1gi V eAi ).
Then, since {(1g) is unitary and &{(eA)&C*=&A&, we have that
"& \ :
n
i=1
1gi V eAi+"C*="{ \ :
n
i=1
1gi V eAi+"C* :
n
i=1
&{(1gi ) {(eAi )&C*
= :
n
i=1
&eAi&=" :
n
i=1
1gi V eAi" .
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For the last equality we use that the gi’s can be assumed distinct. Hence &
extends to a bounded (with bound 1) linear map & from AG1 into C*(A, :, G).
Moreover, & is a homomorphism since & is. Thus & is a bounded homo-
morphism from an amenable Banach algebra onto a dense subalgebra of
C*(A, :, G) (the algebra {(C(A, :, G)) is dense in C*(A, :, G) [GPe, 7.6.6]).
Thus C*(A, :, G) is amenable by [BJo, 5.3]. K
Proposition IV.4.4. Suppose A is an amenable Banach algebra and G is
an amenable group acting on A. If the action of G on A is inner (in the sense
of II.3.4), then AG1 is amenable.
Proof. By Lemma IV.1.7, AG1 &L
1
A(G), which again is isomorphic to
L1(G) A [AHe, Theorem 2.7]. Since G is amenable, L1(G) is amenable,
and then, by Proposition 5.4 of [BJo], L1(G) A is amenable. K
V. COHOMOLOGY AND THE COVARIANCE ALGEBRA
When the combined structures of a group acting on a Banach algebra A
and on an A-module M have been ‘‘blended’’ to produce an algebra AG1
and a module M G1 , the covariance algebra and the covariance module, it
is natural to wonder about the extent to which the equivariant cohomology
of A with coefficients in M has been ‘‘absorbed’’ in the ordinary cohomology
of AG1 with coefficients in M
G
1 . The analogy with ‘‘projective’’ representations
of a group corresponding to standard representations of the semi-direct
product [GMa] is attractive.
From another point of view, Julg’s result [PJu], establishing an
isomorphism between the equivariant K-theory of a C*-algebra and the
(ordinary) K-theory of the crossed product C*-algebra, serves as a model
for results of that nature. In the case of our equivariant cohomology,
however, we can vary both the algebra and the module; it is far from clear
what form such results will take. In this chapter, we compare the equi-
variant cohomology to various cohomology theories of the covariance
algebra with coefficients in the covariance module. I do not believe that
any of the maps we consider are isomorphisms in a general sense, although
results along the lines of injectivity (and more) are proved under special
assumptions.
In Section 1, a map is defined from H nG(A, M) into the ordinary
cohomology of the covariance algebra with coefficients in the covariance
module. We prove that this map is injective when the group is discrete and
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amenable and the module is a dual equivariant module. In Section 2, a
map is defined from H nG(A, M) into the equivariant cohomology of the
covariance algebra with coefficients in the covariance module. This map is
shown to be injective when G is discrete.
In Section 3, we define a map from the relative equivariant cohomology group
H nG(A, CI; M) into the relative cohomology group H
n(AG1 , L
1(G); M G1 ).
This map is also shown to be injective when G is discrete. In the last part
of Section 3, we prove that Hn(AG1 , L
1(G); M G1 )&H
n
G(A, CI; M
G
1 ), when G
is discrete. In Section 4, we deal with the case when the group G is finite.
Although our construction of ‘‘covariance module’’ does not apply in the
case of a dual equivariant module that is not a Banach equivariant module,
the results just alluded to are valid when we replace the covariance module
by the module C0(G, M*)* (but with the restriction that, when the equi-
variant cohomology is considered, G is unimodular).
V.1. Ordinary Cohomology
In this section, two maps from the equivariant cohomology of a Banach
algebra are defined. The first map can be defined only when the coefficient
module M is a Banach G-A-module. The map 1 is from H nG(A, M) into
Hn(AG1 , M
G
1 ). The other map (1 $) is defined, when M is a dual G-A-
module. 1 $ maps H nG(A, M) into H
n(AG1 , C0(G, M*)*). Recall that, whenG is discrete, a dual G-A-module is also a Banach G-A-module, and, in this
case, the two maps coincide modulo the isomorphism (of IV.2.4) between
MG1 and C0(G, M*)*. In the last part of the section, we prove that 1 is
injective when G is discrete and amenable.
In the following lemma, (i) is a special case of (ii). As there are no
integrals involved in the definition of (i), we treat that case separately here
(and often in its subsequent use). As with the coboundary operator 2, we
denote by 1 what is actually a family of maps [1n].
Lemma V.1.1. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a group
G on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module.
(i) If !: A  M is a bounded linear map, then 1(!) defined by
((1(!))(,))(g)=!(,(g)) (, # AG1 , g # G)
is a bounded linear map from AG1 into M
G
1 with bound at most &!&.
(ii) If !: A_A_ } } } _A  M is a bounded n-linear map, then 1(!)
defined by
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(1(!)(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n))(g)
=|
G
} } } |
G
![,1(h1), :h1 (,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1h2 } } } hn&1 (,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))] dh1 } } } dhn&1
is a bounded n-linear map from AG1 _A
G
1 _ } } } _A
G
1 into M
G
1 with bound at
most &!&.
Proof. Suppose , # AG1 . Then 1(!)(,) is measurable as the composition
of a measurable function with a continuous function. Moreover,
&1(!)(,)&=|
G
&((1(!))(,))(g)& dg=|
G
&!(,(g))& dg
|
G
&!& &,(g)& dg=&!& &,&,
which shows that (1(!))(,) # M G1 , and that &(1(!))(,)&&!& &,&. The
linearity of 1(!) follows from that of !.
To prove (ii), we start by noting that the map
(g, h1 , ..., hn&1)  ![,1(h1), :h1 (,(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hn&1 (,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 ))]
is measurable as a function from G_G_ } } } _G (n factors) into M. (This
is proven by an argument similar to the one given in the proof of IV.1.3.)
By Lemma IV.1.2 and the Banach algebra inequality in L1(G), we have
that
|
G
} } } |
G
&![,1(h1), :h1(,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))]& dh1 } } } dhn&1 dg
|
G
} } } |
G
&!& &,1(h1)& &,2(h2)& } } } &,n&1(hn&1)&
_&,n(h&1n&1 } } } h&11 g)& dh1 } } } dhn&1 dg
=&!& |
G
} } } |
G
|,1 | (h1) |,2 | (h2) } } } |,n&1 | (hn&1)
_|,n |(h&1n&1 } } } h
&1
1 g) dh1 } } } dhn&1dg
=&!& & |,1 | V$ |,2 | V$ } } } V$|,n | &L1 (G)
&!& &,1& &,2& } } } &,n&,
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where V$ denotes the convolution product in L1(G). We have from [NBo,
Chap. V, Sect. 8, No. 1 The ore me 1], that the map g  1(!)(,1 , ..., ,n)(g)
is in M G1 . Moreover, by the preceding,
&1(!)(,1 , ..., ,n)&=|
G
&1(!)(,1 , ..., ,n)(g)& dg&!& &,1& } } } &,n&,
which shows that &1(!)&&!&. Finally, the multilinearity of 1(!) follows
from the multilinearity of ! and the linearity of the integral. K
Lemma V.1.1 shows that 1 maps Cn(A, M) into C n(AG1 , M
G
1 ). But 1
does not, in general, commute with the Hochschild coboundary operator
(2). Thus 1 does not induce a map between the cohomology groups.
However, if 1 is restricted to the equivariant cochains, then it commutes
with the coboundary operator. We prove this in the following lemma.
Lemma V.1.2. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a group
G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant module. For all n1, the
diagram
C nG(A, M)
2 C n+1G (A, M)
1 1
Cn(AG1 , M
G
1 ) ww
2 Cn+1(AG1 , M
G
1 )
commutes.
Proof. Suppose ! # C 1G(A, M), ,1 , ,2 # A
G
1 , and g # G. Then
(2(1(!))(,1 , ,2))(g)
=(,1 } (1(!)(,2)))(g)&1(!)(,1 V ,2)(g)+((1(!)(,1)) } ,2)(g)
=|
G
,1(h) ;h((1(!)(,2))(h&1g)) dh&!((,1 V ,2)(g))
+|
G
(1(!)(,1))(h) :h(,2(h&1g)) dh
=|
G
,1(h) ;h(!(,2(h&1g))) dh&|
G
!(,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g))) dh
+|
G
!(,1(h)) :h(,2(h&1g)) dh
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=|
G
,1(h) !(:h(,2(h&1g))) dh&|
G
!(,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g))) dh
+|
G
!(,1(h)) :h(,2(h&1g)) dh
=|
G
(2!)(,1(h), :h(,2(h&1g))) dh
=(1(2!)(,1 , ,2))(g),
for almost all g in G, which proves the lemma for n=1. The equivariance
of ! was used in establishing the fourth equality (for the first integral on
each side).
For the general case, we make use of the left invariance of Haar measure.
Suppose \ # C nG(A, M), ,1 , ..., ,n+1 # A
G
1 , and g # G. Then
((2(1(\)))(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n+1))(g)
=(,1 } (1(\))(,2 , ,3 , ..., ,n+1))(g)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i ((1(\))(,1 , ..., ,i V ,i+1 , ..., ,n+1))(g)
+(&1)n+1 ((1(\)(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n)) } ,n+1)(g).
Now,
(,1 } (1(\))(,2 , ,3 , ..., ,n+1))(g)
=|
G
,1(h1) ;h1 ((1(\)(,2 , ..., ,n+1))(h
&1
1 g)) dh1
=|
G
} } } |
G
,1(h1) ;h1(\[,2(h2), :h2 (,3(h3)), ..., :h2 } } } hn&1(,n(hn)),
:h2 } } } hn (,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
1 g))]) dh2 } } } dhndh1
=|
G
} } } |
G
,1(h1) \[:h1 (,2(h2)), :h1h2 (,3(h3)), ..., :h1 h2 } } } hn&1 (,n(hn))
:h1h2 } } } hn (,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
1 g))] dh1dh2 } } } dhn .
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In addition,
(1(\)(,1 , ..., , i V , i+1 , ..., ,n+1))(g)
=|
G
} } } |
G
\[,1(h1), :h1 (,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1 (, i V ,i+1(k)), ...,
:h1 } } } hi&1khi+2 } } } hn&1 (,n(hn)),
:h1 } } } hi&1khi+2 } } } hn (,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
i+2k
&1h&1i&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))]
dh1 } } } dhi&1dk dhi+2 } } } dhn
=|
G
} } } |
G
\[,1(h1), :h1 (,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1
_\|G , i (hi) :hi (,i+1(h&1i k)) dh i+ , ...
:h1 } } } hi&1khi+2 } } } hn&1(,n(hn)),
:h1 } } } hi&1khi+2 } } } hn (,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
i+2k
&1h&1i&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))]
dh1 } } } dhi&1dk dhi+2 } } } dhn
=|
G
} } } |
G
\[,1(h1), :h1 (,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1 (,i (hi)
_:hi (, i+1(h
&1
i k))), ...,:h1 } } } hi&1 khi+2 } } } hn&1(,n(hn)),
:h1 } } } hi&1khi+2 } } } hn (,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
i+2k
&1h&1i&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))]
dh1 } } } dhi dk dhi+2 } } } dhn
=|
G
} } } |
G
\[,1(h1), :h1(,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1(, i (hi) :hi (, i+1(hi+1))), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&1 (,n(hn)), :h1 } } } hn(,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
1 g))] dh1 } } } dhn
=|
G
} } } |
G
\[,1(h1), :h1 (,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1 (,i (hi))
_:h1 } } } hi (,i+1(hi+1)), ..., :h1 } } } hn&1(,n(hn)),
:h1 } } } hn(,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
1 g))] dh1 } } } dhn ,
where the second to last equality results from substituting hi+1=h&1i k and
using left invariance of the measure.
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Finally,
((1(\)(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n)) } ,n+1)(g)
=|
G
1(\)(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n)(k) :k(,n+1(k&1g)) dk
=|
G _|G } } } |G \[,1(h1), ..., :h1 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hn&1 (,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 k))]
_dh1 } } } dhn&1] :k(,n+1(k&1g)) dk
=|
G
} } } |
G
\[,1(h1), ..., :h1 } } } hn&1 (,n(hn))]
_:h1 } } } hn(,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
1 g)) dh1 } } } dhn ,
where the last equality results from substituting hn=h&1n&1 } } } h
&1
1 k and
using the left invariance of dk. Thus
((2(1(\)))(,1 , ..., ,n+1))(g)
=|
G
} } } |
G
,1(h1) \[:h1 (,2(h2)), :h1h2 (,3(h3)), ...,
:h1h2 } } } hn(,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
1 g))] dh1 dh2 } } } dhn
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i |
G
} } } |
G
\[,1(h1), :h1(,2(h2)), ...,
:h1 } } } hi&1(,i (hi)) :h1 } } } hi (,i+1(hi+1)), ...,
:h1 } } } hn(,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
1 g))] dh1 } } } dhn
+(&1)n+1 |
G
} } } |
G
\[,1(h1), ..., :h1 } } } hn&1(,n(hn))]
_:h1 } } } hn(,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
1 g)) dh1 } } } dhn
=|
G
} } } |
G
(2\)[,1(h1), ..., :h1 } } } hn&1(,n(hn)),
:h1 } } } hn(,n+1(h
&1
n } } } h
&1
1 g))] dh1 } } } dhn
=(1(2\))(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n+1)(g)
for almost all g in G, which proves the general case of the lemma. K
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Corollary V.1.3. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
group G on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module.
For n2, 1 induces a map (also denoted by 1 ) between the cohomology
groups,
1 : H nG(A, M)  H
n(AG1 , M
G
1 )
defined by 1([\])=[1(\)].
We consider, next, the situation where M is a dual equivariant module.
In this case, M G1 cannot always be constructed. However, by IV.2.3,
C0(G, M*) is a Banach A
G
1 -module. The dual of this module (C0(G, M*)*)
is a dual AG1 -module; this module will play the role of the covariance
module in the present case.
Lemma V.1.4. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of the
group G on A, and M is a dual G-A-module.
(i) If m # M, then 1 $(m), defined by
(1 $(m), a)=(m, a(e)) (a # C0(G, M*)),
is in C0(G, M*)*, and the norm of 1 $(m) is at most &m&.
(ii) If !: A  M is a bounded linear map, then 1 $(!): AG1  C0(G, M*)*,defined by
(1 $(!)(,), a)=|
G
(!(,(g)), a(g)) dg (, # AG1 , a # C0(G, M*)),
is a bounded linear map with bound at most &!&.
(iii) If !: A_ } } } _A  M is a bounded n-linear map, then
1 $(!): AG1 _ } } } _A
G
1  C0(G, M*)*, defined by
(1 $(!)(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n), a)
=|
G
} } } |
G
(![,1(h1), :h1(,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1h2 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))], a(g)) dh1 } } } dhn&1 dg,
is a bounded n-linear map with bound at most &!&.
Proof. Suppose m # M. Then 1 $(m) is linear. Moreover, |(1 $(m), a) |=
|(m, a(e)) |&m& &a(e)&&m& &a& for all a in C0(G, M*), which proves that1 $(m) is bounded with bound at most &m&. Thus 1 $(m) # C0(G, M*)*.
This proves (i).
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The proof of (ii), respectively (iii) is virtually identical to the proof of (i),
respectively (ii) in V.1.1. To illustrate this, we prove (ii). Suppose , # AG1
and a # C0(G, M*). The map g  (!(,(g)), a(g)) is measurable, since , is
measurable and a and ! are continuous. Thus 1 $(!) is well defined and
linear. Moreover,
|(1 $(!)(,), a) |= } |G (!(,(g)), a(g)) dg }|G |(!(,(g)), a(g)) | dg
|
G
&!(,(g))& &a(g)& dg&!& &a& |
G
&,(g)& dg
=&!& &,& &a&,
which shows that (1 $(!))(,) # C0(G, M*)*. The preceding calculation also
shows that &(1 $(!))(,)&=sup[ |( (1 $(!))(,), a) | : a # C0(G, M*), &a&1]
&!& &,&. Thus &1 $(!)&&!&, and (ii) is proven. As just presented for
(ii), the proof of (iii) repeats the proof of (ii) in V.1.1 with the terms under
the integrals evaluated at a(g). K
Thus for n0, 1 $ maps C n(A, M) into C n(AG1 , C0(G, M*)*). The
following lemma establishes the analogue of V.1.2.
Lemma V.1.5. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of the
group G on A, (A, :, M, ;) is a dual equivariant module, and ; is dual to the
action # of G on M
*
. For all n0, the following diagram commutes,
C nG(A, M)
2 C n+1G (A, M)
1 $ 1 $
Cn(AG1 , C0(G, M*)*) ww
2 Cn+1(AG1 , C0(G, M*)*).
Proof. Suppose m # C 0G(A, M)=M
G, , # AG1 , and a # C0(G, M*). Since;g(m)=m, and recalling the action of AG1 on C0(G, M*) defined in IV.2.2,
we have that
(1 $(2(m))(,), a)=|
G
(2(m)(,(g)), a(g)) dg
=|
G
(,(g)m&m,(g), a(g)) dg
=|
G
(m, a(g) ,(g)) dg&|
G
(m, ,(g) a(g)) dg
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=|
G
( ;g(m), a(g) ,(g)) dg&|
G
(m, ,(g) a(g)) dg
=|
G
(m, #g&1 (a(g) ,(g))) dg&|
G
(m, ,(g) a(g)) dg
=m, |G #g&1 (a(ge) ,(g)) dg&|G :e(,(e&1g)) a(g) dg
=(m, (a } ,)(e)&(, } a)(e))
=(1 $(m), a } ,&, } a)
=(, } 1 $(m)&1 $(m) } ,, a)
=(2(1 $(m))(,), a) .
Thus 1 $(2(m))(,)=2(1 $(m))(,) for all , in AG1 , and 1 $(2(m))=2(1 $(m)).
This proves that the diagram commutes for n=0.
The proof for n=1 and for n2 is similar to the proof in Lemma V.1.2
(remembering that the action of AG1 on C0(G, M*)* is the dual of the
action of AG1 on C0(G, M*)). As an illustration, we give the proof for n=1.
Suppose ! # C 1G(A, M), ,1 , ,2 # A
G
1 , and a # C0(G, M*). Then, by left
invariance of the Haar measure,
(1 $(2(!))(,1 , ,2), a)
=|
G
|
G
(2(!)(,1(h), :h(,2(h&1g))), a(g)) dh dg
=|
G
|
G
(,1(h) !(:h(,2(h&1g))), a(g)) &(!(,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g))), a(g))
+(!(,1(h)) :h(,2(h&1g)), a(g)) dg dh
=|
G
|
G
( ;h(!(,2(h&1g))), a(g) ,1(h)) dg dh
&|
G |G !(,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g))) dh, a(g) dg
+|
G
|
G
(!(,1(h)), :h(,2(h&1g)) a(g)) dg dh
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=|
G
|
G
(!(,2(h&1g)), #h&1 (a(g) ,1(h))) dg dh
&|
G ! \|G ,1(h) :h(,2(h&1g)) dh+ , a(g) dg
+|
G !(,1(h)), |G :h(,2(h&1g)) a(g) dg dh
=|
G
|
G
(!(,2(g)), #h&1(a(hg) ,1(h))) dg dh
&|
G
(!((,1 V ,2)(g)), a(g)) dg+|
G
(!(,1(h)), (,2 } a)(h)) dh
=|
G !(,2(g)), |G #h&1 (a(hg) ,1(h)) dh dg
&(1 $(,1 V ,2), a) +(1 $(!), ,2 } a)
=|
G
(!(,2(g)), (a } ,1)(g)) dg&(1 $(,1 V ,2), a) +(1 $(!) } ,2 , a)
=(1 $(!)(,2), a } ,1) &(1 $(,1 V ,2), a) +(1 $(!) } ,2 , a)
=( (2(1 $(!)))(,1 , ,2), a) .
Thus the diagram commutes for n=1. K
Corollary V.1.6. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of the
group G on A, and M is a dual G-A-module. For all n0, 1 $ induces a map
(also denoted by 1 $) between the cohomology groups, that is,
1 $: H nG(A, M)  H
n(AG1 , C0(G, M*)*)
is defined by 1 $([\])=[1 $(\)].
Remark V.1.7. The difference in the range of the dimensions in the
conclusions of Corollaries V.1.3 and V.1.7 comes from the fact that, in
general, it is not possible to define a map 1 from M into M G1 such that the
diagram in V.1.2 commutes for n=0.
This indicates a potential source of outer derivations from AG1 into M
G
1
as follows. If m # MG, then 1(2(m)) # C 1(AG1 , M
G
1 ), and 2(1(2(m))=
1(2(2(m)))=1(0)=0 by V.1.2. Thus 1(2(m)) # Z1(AG1 , M
G
1 ). However,
as we shall see in V.1.9, the element in M G1 that has 1(2(m)) as coboun-
dary should be equal to m when g is e and zero elsewhere. If G is not
discrete, this is the 0-element of M G1 . Thus 1(2(m)) would be zero, which,
in general, is not the case.
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Remark V.1.8. If G is discrete and M is a dual equivariant module,
then as noted in IV.2.4, there is an isomorphism 8 of M G1 onto
C0(G, M*)*. If ! # C
n
G(A, M), ,1 , ..., ,n # A
G
1 , and a # C0(G, M*)*, then
(8(1(!)(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n)), a)
= :
g # G
( (1(!)(,1 , ..., ,n))(g), a(g))
= :
g # G  :h1 # G } } } :hn&1 # G !(,1(h1), :h1 (,2(h2)), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)), :h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))), a(g)
= :
g # G
:
h1 # G
} } } :
hn&1 # G
(!(,1(h1), :h1 (,2(h2)), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&2 (,n&1(hn&1)), :h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))), a(g))
=(1 $(!)(,1 , ..., ,n), a) .
Thus 8 b 1=1 $.
In order to prove results about the maps 1 and 1 $, between cohomology
groups, we restrict to the case where G is discrete (so that 1 $ is 8 b 1). We
note, first, that when G is discrete, 1 can be defined on 0-cochains in such
a way that the diagram in V.1.2 commutes for n=0.
Lemma V.1.9. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a discrete
group G on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module. Define 1 : C 0G(A, M)=M
G 
C0(AG1 , M
G
1 ) by
1(m)(g)={m,0,
g=e;
g{e.
Then the diagram in Lemma V.1.2 commutes for n0. Furthermore, 1
induces a map (also denoted by 1 ) between cohomology groups
1 : H nG(A, M)  H
n(AG1 , M
G
1 )
for all n0.
Proof. 1(m) is in M G1 and &1(m)&=&m&. Suppose m # C 0G(A, M)=
MG and , # AG1 . Then
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(2(1(m))(,))(g)=(, } 1(m)&1(m) } ,)(g)
= :
h # G
,(h) ;h(1(m)(h&1g))& :
h # G
(1(m)(h)) :h(,(h&1g))
=,(g) ;g(m)&m:e(,(g))=,(g) m&m,(g)
=(2(m))(,(g))=(1(2(m))(,))(g),
which proves the commutativity of the diagram in V.1.2 for n=0. The
last assertion of the lemma follows from the preceding computation and
Lemma V.1.2. K
The following lemma uses the notation introduced in the paragraph
preceding Lemma IV.1.12.
Lemma V.1.10. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
discrete group G on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module.
(i) For f in M G1 =C
0(AG1 , M
G
1 ), define 5( f ) to be f (e). Then 5( f ) #
M=C0(A, M) and &5( f )&& f &.
(ii) Suppose \: AG1 _A
G
1 _ } } } _A
G
1  M
G
1 is a bounded n-linear map.
Define 5(\): A_ } } } _A  M by
(5(\))(A1 , A2 , ..., An)=(\(eA1 , eA2 , ..., eAn))(e).
Then 5(\) is a bounded n-linear map with bound at most &\&.
Proof. Part (i) is clear. The n-linearity of 5(\) follows easily from the
facts that \ is n-linear and eA+*B=eA+*eB . Moreover, if A1 , A2 , ..., An # A,
then
&5(\)(A1 , A2 , ..., An)& :
g # G
&\(eA1 , eA2 , ..., eAn )(g)&=&\(eA1 , eA2 , ..., eAn)&
&\& &eA1 & &eA2 & } } } &eAn &=&\& &A1& &A2& } } } &An&,
which shows that 5(\) is bounded with bound at most &\&. K
Lemma V.1.11. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
discrete group G on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module. For all n0 the
following diagram commutes.
Cn(AG1 , M
G
1 ) ww
2 Cn+1(AG1 , M
G
1 )
5 5
Cn(A, M) 2 C n+1(A, M).
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Proof. Suppose f # C0(AG1 , M
G
1 )=M
G
1 and A # A. It follows from
IV.1.14 that
(5(2( f )))(A)=((2( f ))(eA))(e)=(eA } f )(e)&( f } eA)(e)
=Af (e)& f (e)A=(2( f (e)))(A)=(2(5( f )))(A),
which proves commutativity of the diagram for n=0.
Suppose n1, \ # Cn(AG1 , M
G
1 ), and A1 , A2 , ..., An+1 # A. Then, from
IV.1.12 (iii) and IV.1.14 (i),(ii),
(5(2\))(A1 , A2 , ..., An+1)=((2\)(eA1 , eA2 , ..., eAn+1 ))(e)
=(eA1 } \(eA2 , ..., eAn+1 ))(e)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i \(eA1 , ..., eAi V eAi+1 , ..., eAn+1)(e)
+(&1)n+1 (\(eA1 , eA2 , ..., eAn ) } eAn+1)(e)
=A1(\(eA2 , eA3 , ..., eAn+1)(e))
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i \(eA1 , ..., eAi Ai+1 , ..., eAn+1 )(e)
+(&1)n+1(\(eA1 , ..., eAn )(e)) An+1
=(2(5(\)))(A1 , A2 , ..., An+1).
The preceding calculation proves the general case of the lemma. K
Corollary V.1.12. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of
a discrete group G on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module. For all n0,
5 induces a map (also denoted by 5) between the cohomology groups
5: Hn(AG1 , M
G
1 )  H
n(A, M)
defined by 5([\])=[5(\)].
The next lemma establishes a connection between 1 and 5.
Lemma V.1.13. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
discrete group G on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module. If \ # C n(A, M),
then 5(1(\))=\.
Proof. Suppose m # M. Then 5(1(m))=1(m)(e)=m (see Lemma IV.1.9),
which proves the case n=0. The proof of general case (n1) is similar. K
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If ! # Cn(AG1 , M
G
1 ), then 1(5(!)) is in C
n(AG1 , M
G
1 ). However, there is
no easy description of 1(5(!)) in terms of !, in fact, 1(5(!)) can easily be
0 even when ! is not. A further complication with 1 b 5 is that, since 5 does
not map into the equivariant cochains, it does not induce a map of
cohomology groups. However, we shall see, in the next section, that if 5 is
restricted to the equivariant cochains (for suitable actions on AG1 and M
G
1 ),
then the image is equivariant cochains (from A to M).
Lemma V.1.13 can be used together with II.3.2 to prove that 1 is injective
in some cases.
Proposition V.1.14. Suppose G is a discrete group acting on a Banach
algebra A and M is a Banach G-A-module. Then 1 : H nG(A, M) 
Hn(AG1 , M
G
1 ) (defined in V.1.3) is injective if either of the following condi-
tions is satisfied.
(a) G is finite (that is, compact and discrete).
(b) G is amenable and M is a dual G-A-module.
Proof. By Lemma V.1.13, we have that 5 b 1 : C nG(A, M)  C
n(A, M) is
the inclusion map, whence 5 b 1 : H nG(A, M)  H
n(A, M) is equal to the
map 8 considered in Section II.3. Thus, by II.3.2, 5 b 1 is injective if (a) or
(b) is satisfied; this implies that also 1 is injective. K
V.2. Equivariant Cohomology
In this section, we prove that if ! # C nG(A, M), then whichever of 1(!)
and 1 $(!) can be defined, is also an equivariant n-cochain. This implies
that 1 (or 1 $) induces a map from H nG(A, M) into H
n
G(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ) (or
H nG(A
G
1 , C0(G, M*)*)). Finally, we prove that if G is discrete (in which
case 1 $ can be identified with 1 ) the map is injective.
Lemma V.2.1. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a group
G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant module. If ! # C nG(A, M)
(n1), then 1(!) # C nG(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ), where 1 is the map defined in V.1.1 and
:~ , ; , as defined in IV.3.1, are the actions on AG1 and M
G
1 , respectively.
Proof. In view of Lemma V.1.1, only the equivariance of 1(!) remains
to be proven. Suppose ! # C 1G(A, M), , # A
G
1 , and g # G. Then
(1(!)(:~ g(,)))(h)=!(:~ g(,)(g))=!(:g(,(g&1hg)) 2 (g))
=;g(!(,(g&1hg))) 2 (g)
=;g((1(!)(,))(g&1hg)) 2 (g)=; g(1(!)(,))(h),
for almost all h in G. This proves that 1(!) is equivariant.
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Suppose ! # C nG(A, M), n2, ,1 , ..., ,n # A
G
1 , and g, h # G. Then
(1(!)(:~ g(,1), ..., :~ g(,n)))(h)
=|
G
} } } |
G
![:~ g(,1)(h1), :h1(:~ g(,2)(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hn&2(:~ g(,n&1)(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hn&1 (:~ g(,n)(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 h))] dh1 } } } dhn&1
=|
G
} } } |
G
![:g(,1(g&1h1g)) 2 (g), :h1(:g(,2(g
&1h2g))) 2 (g), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&2(:g(,n&1(g
&1hn&1g))) 2 (g),
:h1 } } } hn&1 (:g(,n(g
&1h&1n&1 } } } h
&1
1 hg))) 2 (g)] dhn&1 } } } dh1
=|
G
} } } |
G
![:g(,1(g&1h1g)), :h1(:g(,2(g
&1h2g))), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&2 (:g(,n&1(g
&1hn&1g))),
:h1 } } } hn&1 (:g(,n(g
&1h&1n&1 } } } h
&1
1 hg)))] dhn&1 } } } dh1(2 (g))
n.
Since d(hn&1g)=dhn&12 (g) and d(g&1hn&1)=dhn&1 , on writing h$n&1 for
hn&1g (and then changing notation to hn&1 , again, for h$n&1), the preced-
ing integral becomes
|
G
} } } |
G
![:g(,1(g&1h1 g)), :h1 (:g(,2(g
&1h2 g))), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&2 (:g(,n&1(g
&1hn&1))),
:h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 hg))] dhn&1 } } } dh1(2 (g))
n&1
=|
G
} } } |
G
![:g(,1(h1)), :h1 (:g(,2(g
&1h2 g))), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&2(:g(,n&1(hn&1))),
:h1 } } } :g:hn&1 (,n(h
&1
n&1g
&1 } } } h&11 hg))] dhn&1 } } } dh1(2 (g))
n&1.
Using a similar procedure, first on hn&2 , then on the other variables, the
last integral becomes
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|
G
} } } |
G
![:g(,1(g&1h1 g)), :h1(:g(,2(g
&1h2g))), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&4 (:g(,n&3(g
&1hn&3 g))),
:h1 } } } hn&3(:g(,n&2(hn&2))), :h1 } } } hn&3 :g:hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)),
:hn } } } hn&3 :g:hn&2hn&1 (,n(h
&1
n&1 h
&1
n&2g
&1 } } } h&11 hg))]
_dhn&1 } } } dh1(2 (g))n&2
= } } }
b
=|
G
} } } |
G
![:g(,1(h1)), :g :h1(,2(h2)), ..., :g:h1 } } } hn&2 (,n&1(hn&1)),
:g:h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 g
&1hg))] dhn&1 } } } dh1 2 (g)
=|
G
} } } |
G
;g ![,1(h1), :h1(,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 g
&1hg))] dhn&1 } } } dh1 2 (g)
=;g(1(!)(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n)(g&1hg)) 2 (g)
=(; g(1(!)(,1 , ..., ,n)))(h).
Thus (1(!)(:~ g(,1), ..., :~ g(,n)))(h)=(; g(1(!)(,1 , ..., ,n)))(h) for almost all h
in G, and 1(!) is equivariant. K
Lemma V.2.2. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a group
G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant module. For n2, there
is a map 1 : H nG(A, M)  H
n
G(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ) defined by 1 ([\])=[1(\)].
Proof. By Lemma V.2.1, 1(!) is equivariant when ! is. Thus, to prove
the lemma, it suffices to prove that the following diagram commutes for
n1,
C nG(A, M)
2 C n+1G (A, M)
1 1
C nG (A
G
1 , M
G
1 ) ww
2 C n+1G (A
G
1 , M
G
1 ).
This follows from Lemma V.1.2, noting that the coboundary map in the
equivariant cohomology theory is equal to the coboundary map in the
ordinary cohomology theory. K
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Lemma V.2.3. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
unimodular group G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a dual equivariant module. If
! # C nG(A, M) (n0), then 1 $(!) # C
n
G(A
G
1 , C0(G, M*)*).
Proof. Suppose m # C 0G(A, M)=M
G, a # C0(G, M*), and h # G. Then,
denoting the action of G on M
*
induced by the action of G on M by # (as
in I.3.9), we have that
(# h*(1 $(m)), a)=(1 $(m), # h&1 (a))=(m, # h&1(a)(e))
=(m, #h&1 (a(heh&1)))=(m, #h&1(a(e)))
=( ;h(m), a(e)) =(m, a(e))=(1 $(m), a) .
Thus 1 $(m) is fixed under the action of G on C0(G, M*)*. We have from
Lemma V.1.4 that 1 $(m) # C 0G(A
G
1 , C0(G, M*)*), which establishes the
conclusion of the lemma when n is 0.
The proof for n1 is similar to the proof in V.2.1. We illustrate with the
proof for the case where n is 1. Suppose ! # C 1G(A, M), a # C0(G, M*), andh # G. Then, from the assumption that G is unimodular,
(1 $(!)(:~ h(,)), a) =|
G
(!(:~ h(,)(g)), a(g)) dg
=|
G
(!(:h(,(h&1gh))), a(g)) dg
=|
G
( ;h(!(,(h&1gh))), a(g)) dg
=|
G
(!(,(h&1gh)), #h&1(a(g))) dg
=|
G
(!(,(g)), #h&1(a(hgh&1))) dg
=|
G
(!(,(g)), (# h&1(a))(g)) dg
=(1 $(!), # h&1(a))=(# h*(1 $(!)), a).
Thus 1 $(!) is equivariant. K
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Lemma V.2.4. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
unimodular group G on A, and M is a dual G-A-module. For all n0, there
is a map
1 $ : H nG(A, M)  H
n
G(A
G
1 , C0(G, M*)*)
defined by 1 $([\])=[1 $(\)].
Proof. In view of V.2.3, it suffices to show that the following diagram
commutes for all n0.
C nG(A, M)
2 C n+1G (A, M)
1 $ 1 $
C nG(A
G
1 , C0(G, M*)*) ww
2 C n+1G (A
G
1 , C0(G, M*)*).
However, this follows from Lemma V.1.5 and the fact that the equivariant
coboundary operator is the restriction of the ordinary coboundary
operator. K
For the remainder of this section we assume that the group G is discrete.
The first result is a corollary of IV.3.6; it can be used to re-prove V.1.14.
Proposition V.2.5. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
discrete group G on A, and M is a unital Banach G-A-module. If (a) or (b)
is satisfied, then H nG(A
G
1 , M
G
1 )&H
n(AG1 , M
G
1 ) for all n0.
(a) G is finite (compact and discrete).
(b) G is discrete and amenable, and M G1 is a dual G-A
G
1 -module, in
particular, if M is a dual G-A-module.
Proof. It follows from II.3.2 and IV.1.10 that 8: H nG(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ) 
Hn(AG1 , M
G
1 ) is injective. By IV.3.4 and IV.3.6 the action of G on A
G
1 is
inner and the action on M G1 is induced by the same elements. Thus, by
II.3.6, 8 is surjective if (b) is satisfied, since the Banach algebra generated
by the elements [1g : g # G] is isomorphic to l1(G), and this algebra is
amenable [BJo1, Theorem 2.5]. The surjectivity of 8 in case (a) follows
from Remark II.3.8. K
In the following lemma, we show that the map 5 defined in V.1.10
restricted to the equivariant cochains yields equivariant cochains.
Lemma V.2.6. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a discrete
group G on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module. If ! # C nG(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ), then
5(!) # C nG(A, M).
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Proof. Suppose ! = f # C 0G(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ), then ;g(5( f )) = ;g ( f (e)) =
(; g( f ))(e)= f (e)=5( f ), and 5( f ) is fixed under the group action. Thus
5( f ) # C 0G(A, M).
Suppose A1 , ..., An # A and ! # C nG(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ) (n1). From V.1.10,
5(!) # Cn(A, M). Since e:g (A)=:~ g(eA), we have that
5(!)(:g(A1), ..., :g(An))=(!(e:g (A1 ) , ..., e:g (An )))(e)
=(!(:~ g(eA1 ), ..., :~ g(eAn )))(e)
=(; g(!(eA1 , ..., eAn )))(e)
=;g(!(eA1 , ..., eAn )(g
&1eg))
=;g(5(!)(A1 , ..., An)).
Thus 5(!) is equivariant, and 5(!) # C nG(A, M). K
Since 5 commutes with the coboundary map (Lemma V.1.11) and 5
maps equivariant n-cochains into equivariant n-cochains (Lemma V.2.6), it
induces a map of cohomology groups
5 : H nG(A
G
1 , M
G
1 )  H
n
G(A, M)
defined by 5 ([\])=[5(\)].
Proposition V.2.7. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
discrete group G on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module. The map
1 : H nG(A, M)  H
n
G(A
G
1 , M
G
1 )
is injective. Furthermore, the map
5 : H nG(A
G
1 , M
G
1 )  H
n
G(A, M)
is surjective.
Proof. It follows, by V.1.13 and V.2.6, that
5 b 1 : C nG(A, M)  C
n
G(A
G
1 , M
G
1 )  C
n
G(A, M)
is the identity map. Hence the induced map between cohomology groups,
which is equal to 5 b 1 , is the identity map. Thus 1 is injective and 5 is
surjective. K
Remark V.2.8. (i) Proposition V.1.14 can be deduced from V.2.7 and
V.2.5.
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(ii) If G is a discrete group acting on a Banach algebra A, and AG1
is G-amenable (respectively, G-contractible), then A is G-amenable (respec-
tively, G-contractible.) This follows from the second assertion of V.2.7,
recalling that, if G is discrete and M is a dual G-A-module, then M G1 is a
dual G-AG1 -module (IV.2.4).
Remark V.2.9. If A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a group G on
A, and M is a Banach G-A-module, then AG1 is a Banach algebra, :~ is an
action of G on AG1 , and M
G
1 is a Banach G-A
G
1 -module. Thus, by Lemma
V.2.2, there is, for n2, a map
1 : H nG(A
G
1 , M
G
1 )  H
n
G((A
G
1 )
G
1 , (M
G
1 )
G
1 ).
Iterating this process one gets a sequence of cohomology groups with
connecting maps
H nG(A, M)  H
n
G(A
G
1 , M
G
1 )  H
n
G((A
G
1 )
G
1 , (M
G
1 )
G
1 )  } } } .
What is the nature of this sequence? A similar sequence can be constructed
when M is a dual G-A-module. If G is discrete all the connecting maps are
injective (V.2.7). What happens to the dimensions as the number of iterates
goes to infinity? All we know about the sequence from our present results
is that if A and G are both amenable and M is a dual G-A-module, then
all the involved cohomology groups are zero.
V.3. Relative Cohomology
In this section, we note that if 1 is restricted to the relative (with respect
to CI ) equivariant cochains, then the image is in the cochain group relative
with respect to L1(G). Of course I is the unit of A, which, in this section,
is assumed to be unital. Proposition V.2.7 is used to prove that, when G is
discrete, the map 1 induces on the relative cohomology groups is injective.
In the last part of this section, we study Hn(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ), proving
that it is isomorphic to H nG(A, CI; M
G
1 ). Recall that C
n
G(A, CI; M) is
the relative equivariant cochain groups (defined in II.4.1). The group
Cn(AG1 , L
1(G); M G1 ) is the relative cochain group as defined in [LKa] (our
Definition II.4.1 without requiring equivariance of the cochains, that is,
deleting the G in (0)).
We identify f in L1(G) with the element g  f (g) I in AG1 . This identifica-
tion is an isometric Banach algebra isomorphism of L1(G) with its image
in AG1 by means of which we view L
1(G) as a subalgebra of AG1 .
Lemma V.3.1. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra, : is an action of
the group G on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module. If ! # C nG(A, CI; M)
(n1), then 1(!) # Cn(AG1 , L
1(G); MG1 ), where 1 is the map defined in V.1.1.
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Proof. We must prove that 1(!) satisfies (0) and (i)(iv) of Definition
II.4.1 without the equivariance requirement in (0). This modified version of
(0) follows from V.1.1. Suppose f # L1(G) and ,1 , ..., ,n # AG1 . Then, by
Fubini’s Theorem and left invariance of the measure, we have that
1(!)( f V ,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n)(h)
=|
G
} } } |
G
!(( f V ,1)(h1), :h1 (,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hn&2 (,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 h))) dh1 } } } dhn&1
=|
G
} } } |
G
!( f (k) I:k(,1(k&1h1)), :h1 (,2(h2)), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&2 (,n&1(hn&1)), :h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 h))) dk dh1 } } } dhn&1
=|
G
} } } |
G
!( f (k) I:k(,1(k&1h1)), :h1 (,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 h))) dh1 dk dh2 } } } dhn&1
=|
G
} } } |
G
f (k) I![:k(,1(h1)), :k(:h1(,2(h2))), ...,
:k:h1 } } } hn&2 (,n&1(hn&1)),
:k:h1 } } } hn&1 (,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 k
&1h))] dh1dk dh2 } } } dhn&1
=|
G
f (k) I;k \|G } } } |G ![,1(h1), :h1 (,2(h2)), ..., :h1 } } } hn&2 (,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 k
&1h))] dh1 dh2 } } } dhn&1+ dk
=|
G
f (k) I;k(1(!)(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n)(k&1h)) dk
=( f } 1(!)(,1 , ..., ,n))(h),
for almost all h in G (compare IV.1.9), which proves (i) of Definition II.4.1.
The fact that ! is a CI relative cochain is used to establish the fourth
equality.
Parts (ii) and (iii) are proved by similar arguments. We prove (iii).
Suppose f and ,1 , ..., ,n are as before. Then, using left invariance of the
measure twice,
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1(!)(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,i V f, ,i+1 , ..., ,n)(g)
=|
G
} } } |
G
![,1(h1), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1 ((,i V f )(hi)), :h1 } } } hi (,i+1(hi+1)), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)), :h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))] dh1 } } } dhn&1
=|
G
} } } |
G
![,1(h1), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1 (, i (k) f (k
&1hi) I ),
:h1 } } } hi (,i+1(hi+1)), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)), :h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))] dk dh1 } } } dhn&1
=|
G
} } } |
G
![,1(h1), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1(,i (k)),
:h1 } } } hi ( f (k
&1hi) I,i+1(h i+1)), ...,
:h1 } } } hn&2 (,n&1(hn&1)), :h1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))] dk dh1 } } } dhn&1
=|
G
} } } |
G
![,1(h1), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1 (, i (k)), :h1 } } } hi&1kl ( f (l ) I,i+1(h i+1)), ...,
:h1 } } } hi&1klhi+1 } } } hn&2 (,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hi&1klhi+1 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
i+1 l
&1k&1 } } } h&11 g))]
_dk dl dh1 } } } dh i } } } dhn&1
=|
G
} } } |
G
![,1(h1), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1(,i (k)),
:h1 } } } hi&1k( f (l ) I:l (,i+1(l
&1h))), ...,
:h1 } } } hi&1khhi+2 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hi&1khhi+2 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
i+2h
&1k&1 } } } h&11 g))]
_dh dk dl dh1 } } } dh i dh i+1 } } } dhn&1
=|
G
} } } |
G
! _,1(h1), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1(,i (k)),
:h1 } } } hi&1k \|G f (l ) I:l (,i+1(l&1h)) dl+ , ...,
:h1 } } } hi&1khhi+2 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hi&1khhi+2 } } } hn&1(,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
i+2h
&1k&1 } } } h&11 g))&
_dh dk dh1 } } } dh i dh i+1 } } } dhn&1
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=|
G
} } } |
G
![,1(h1), ..., :h1 } } } hi&1(,i (k)), :h1 } } } hi&1k (( f V ,i+1)(h)), ...,
:h1 } } } hi&1khhi+2 } } } hn&2(,n&1(hn&1)),
:h1 } } } hi&1khhi+2 } } } hn&1 (,n(h
&1
n&1 } } } h
&1
i+2h
&1k&1h&1i&1 } } } h
&1
1 g))]
_dh dk dh1 } } } dh i dh i+1 } } } dhn&1
=1(!)(,1 , ..., , i , f V , i+1 , ..., ,n)(g),
where the two substitutions l=k&1h i and h=lh i+1 are used. This proves
(iii). We place 7 over a term to mean that the term is omitted.
Part (iv) follows immediately from the assumption that ! vanishes when
any of the arguments are in CI. K
Proposition V.3.2. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra, : is an action
of the group G on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module. 1 induces a map 1
of cohomology groups
1 : H nG(A, CI, M)  H
n(AG1 , L
1(G), M G1 )
defined by 1 ([\])=[1(\)].
Proof. We have from Lemmma V.1.2 that 1 commutes with the
Hochschild coboundary operator, and the proposition follows. K
Corollary V.3.3. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra, : is an action
of the group G on A, and M is a unital Banach G-A-module. The composi-
tion of the isomorphism of H nG(A, M) with H
n
G(A, CI; M) (of II.4.12) and 1
is a linear map 3 from H nG(A, M) into H
n(AG1 , L
1(G); M G1 ).
Remark V.3.4. If M is a dual G-A-module, results similar to V.3.1,
V.3.2, and V.3.3 can be obtained with M G1 replaced by C0(G, M*)*.
Proposition V.3.5. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra, : is an action
of a group G on A, and M is a unital Banach G-A-module. If G is discrete,
the map
1 : H nG(A, CI; M)  H
n(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 )
is injective.
Proof. Recall that, when G is discrete, the actions :~ and ; are inner
(Lemmas IV.3.4 and IV.3.6), that is,
:~ g(,)=1g V , V 1g&1 (, # AG1 , g # G),
; g( f )=1g V f V 1g&1 ( f # M G1 , g # G).
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Suppose f # C0(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ). From [LKa, V.1.2], , } f =f } , for each ,
in the subalgebra l1(G) of AG1 . Thus ; g( f )=(1g } f ) } 1g&1=( f } 1g) } 1g&1=
f } (1g V 1g&1 )= f. Hence f is fixed under the group action, and f #
C 0G(A
G
1 , l
1(G); M G1 ). Suppose \ # C
n(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ) (n1), g # G, and
,1 , ..., ,n # A. Then, by II.4.1 (i), (ii), (iii),
\(:~ g(,1), :~ g(,2), ..., :~ g(,n))=\(1g V ,1 V 1g&1 , 1g V ,2 V 1g&1 , ..., 1g V ,n V 1g&1)
=1g } \(,1 , 1g&1 V 1g V ,2 , ..., 1g&1 V 1g V ,n V 1g&1)
=1g } \(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n) } 1g&1
=; g(\(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n)).
Thus \ is equivariant. It follows that Cn(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 )C
n
G(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ).
Since the coboundary operator on the relative group is the restriction of
the coboundary operator on C nG(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ), this inclusion induces a map
/: Hn(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 )  H
n
G(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ).
Moreover, the isomorphism from H nG(A, CI; M) into H
n
G(A, M) (II.4.12)
is induced by inclusion. Thus the map / b 3 is induced by the map 1 on the
cochain groups. This implies, by Proposition V.2.7, that / b 3 is injective,
whence 3 is injective. Since 3 is the composition of 1 with an isomorphism,
this implies that 1 is injective. K
Remark V.3.6. With A a unital Banach algebra, G a group acting on A,
and M a unital Banach G-A-module, we have defined three maps from the
equivariant cohomology of A with coefficients in M into a cohomology theory
of the covariance algebra:
1 : H nG(A, M)  H
n(AG1 , M
G
1 ) (Section V.1)
1 : H nG(A, M)  H
n
G(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ) (Section V.2)
1 : H nG(A, M)  H
n(AG1 , L
1(G); M G1 ) (V.3.2).
We have shown that 1 is injective when G is discrete and amenable, and
M is a dual equivariant module. Both 1 and 1 are injective when G is
discrete, by V.2.5 and V.3.5. However, I suspect that these maps are not
isomorphisms in any generality.
In the next lemma, we define a map (, when G is discrete, that is even-
tually shown to induce an isomorphism of Hn(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ) with
H nG(A, CI; M
G
1 ).
Lemma V.3.7. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra, : is an action of a
discrete group G on A, and M is a unital Banach G-A-module.
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(i) If f # C0(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ), then (( f )= f # C
0
G(A, CI; M
G
1 ).
(ii) If \ # Cn(AG1 , l
1(G), M G1 ) (n1), then ((\) defined by
((\)(A1 , A2 , ..., An)=\(eA1 , eA2 , ..., eAn ) (A1 , ..., An # A)
is in C nG(A, CI; M
G
1 ), and the bound of ((\) is at most &\&.
Proof. From the proof of V.3.5, ; g( f )= f ; (i) follows.
To prove (ii), note that, by the proof of V.3.5, \ is equivariant. Since
e:g(A)=:~ g(eA) (IV.3.5 (ii)), we have that
((\)(:g(A1), ..., :g(An))=\(e:g (A1 ) , ..., e:g (An ))=\(:~ g(eA1 ), ..., :~ g(eAn ))
=; g(\(eA1 , ..., eAn ))=; g(((\)(A1 , ..., An)),
for all A1 , ..., An in A and g in G. Thus ((\) is equivariant. From its defini-
tion, ((\) is multilinear and bounded with bound at most &\&. Hence
((\) # C nG(A, M
G
1 ). Thus ((\) satisfies (0) of II.4.1. Since the algebra, with
respect to which we relativize, is CI and M is unital, (i)(iii) are trivially
satisfied. Finally, ((\)(A1 , ..., An)=\(eA1 , ..., eAn )=0 if some Aj=*I, since
e*I is in l1(G) and \ # C n(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ). Thus (iv) is satisfied, and
((\) # C nG(A, CI; M
G
1 ). K
Since ( is effectively, restriction to A, viewed as a subalgebra of AG1 ,
( commutes with the Hochschild coboundary operator. Hence ( induces
a map (also denoted by () of the cohomology groups
( : Hn(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 )  H
n
G(A, CI; M
G
1 ),
defined by (([\])=[((\)]. In the next lemma the map that will turn out
to be the inverse of ( is defined.
Lemma V.3.8. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra, : is an action of a
discrete group G on A, and M is a unital Banach G-A-module.
(i) If f # C 0G(A, CI; M
G
1 ), then 4( f )= f # C
0(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ).
(ii) If ! # C nG(A, CI; M
G
1 ) (n1), there is a unique bounded n-linear
map 4(!) in the relative cochain group Cn(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ), such that
4(!)(1h1 V eA1 , 1h2 V eA2 , ..., 1hn V eAn )
=1h1 } } } hn } !(:hn&1 } } } h2&1 (A1), :hn&1 } } } h 3&1(A2), ..., An)
when h1 , ..., hn # G and A1 , ..., An # A.
Proof. Suppose f # C 0G(A, CI; M
G
1 )=(M
G
1 )
G. Then f =; g( f )=1g } f }
1g&1 . Equivalently, 1g } f =f } 1g for all g in G. Since l1(G) (in AG1 ) is the
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norm closure of linear combinations of the elements 1g and the action of
l1(G) on M G1 is continuous, it follows that  } f =f }  for all  in l
1(G).
This proves (i).
By Lemma IV.1.15, elements of the form Nj=1 1gj V eAj , where all the g j ’s
are different, are dense in AG1 . The equation in (ii) of the statement
provides the basis for extending 4(!) (uniquely) to an n-linear mapping on
a dense subspace of AG1 once we note that each finite set [1gj V eAj] j=1, ..., n ,
with the gj distinct and the Aj non-zero, is linearly independent. This last
follows from IV.1.12 (i) since 1g V eA is the element of AG1 whose value at
g is :g(A) and whose value at each h different from g is 0. We show that
4(!), so extended, is bounded and, thereby, has a unique n-linear extension
to all of AG1 with the same bound. Suppose 
Ni
ji=1
1gji V eAji , i=1, ..., n,
gji{gki when ji{k i , and N i is finite for all i is chosen in A
G
1 . Then
"4(!) \ :
N1
j1=1
1gj1 V eAj1 , ..., :
Nn
jn=1
1gjn V eAjn+"
=" :
N1
j1=1
} } } :
Nn
jn=1
1gj1 gj2 } } } gjn } !(Aj1 , ..., Ajn)"
 :
N1
j1=1
} } } :
Nn
jn=1
&!(Aj1 , ..., Ajn )&
 :
N1
j1=1
} } } :
Nn
jn=1
&!& &A j1 & } } } &Ajn &
=&!& :
N1
j1=1
&Aj1 & } } } :
Nn
jn=1
&Ajn&
=&!& " :
N1
j1=1
1gj1 V eAj1" } } } " :
Nn
jn=1
1gjn V eAjn" .
Thus 4(!) is uniformly bounded. Hence 4(!) is a bounded n-linear map
from AG1 _ } } } _A
G
1 into M
G
1 .
It remains to prove that 4(!) satisfies (i)(iv) of II.4.1. Suppose we have
shown that, with B=Nj=1 cj1hj and A i=
Ni
ji=1
1gji V eBji with cj in C, hj ,
and gji in G, and Bji in A,
4(!)(BA1 , ..., An)&B } 4(!)(A1 , ..., An)=0.
Since elements of the form (B, A1 , ..., An) are dense in l1(G)_AG1 _ } } } _
AG1 , we have, by continuity, that 4(!)(BA1 , ..., An)=B } 4(!)(A1 , ..., An)
for all (B, A1 , ..., An) in l1(G)_AG1 _ } } } _A
G
1 . To prove (i) for the special
elements, it suffices, since 4(!) is multilinear, to prove (i) when B=1h and
Ai=1gi V eBi , i=1, ..., n. Assuming B and Ai have this form, we have that
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4(!)(BA1 , A2 , ..., An)=4(!)(1h V (1g1 V eB1 ), 1g2 V eB2 , ..., 1gn V eBn )
=4(!)(1hg1 V eB1 , 1g2 V eB2 , ..., 1gn V eBn )
=1hg1 } } } gn } !(:gn&1 } } } g2&1 (B1), ..., Bn)
=1h } (1g1 } } } gn } !(:gn&1 } } } g2&1 (B1), ..., Bn))
=1h } 4(!)(1g1 V eB1 , 1g2 V eB2 , ..., 1gn V eBn )
=B } 4(!)(A1 , A2 , ..., An),
which concludes the proof of (i) of II.4.1.
Parts (ii) and (iii) of II.4.1 can be reduced, in a way similar to the
preceding, to the case where B and Ai have the given simple form. Proving
(ii) and (iii) for elements of this form is similar to the proof of (i).
Again, if each Ai has the given simple form and some Ak=mj=1 cj 1hj ,
with h1 , ..., hm (distinct) elements of G and cj in C, then 4(!)(A1 , ..., An) is,
by n-linearity of 4(!), a sum of terms of the form
4(!)(1g1 V eB1 , ..., 1gk&1 V eBk&1 , c1h , 1gk+1 V eBk+1 , ..., 1gn V eBn )
=4(!)(1g1 V eB1 , ..., 1gk&1 V eBk&1 , 1h V ecI , 1gk+1 V eBk+1 , ..., 1gn V eBn )
=1g1 } } } gk&1hgk+1 } } } gn } !(:gn&1 } } } g&1k+1 h&1 g&1k&1 } } } g 2&1 (B2), ..., cI, ..., Bn)=0.
(Recall that ! # C nG(A, CI; M
G
1 ) so that ! vanishes when one of its
arguments is a scalar multiple of the identity.) Since elements of the form
(A1 , ..., Ak&1 , Ak , Ak+1 , ..., An) are dense in the space AG1 _ } } } _A
G
1 _
l1(G)_AG1 _ } } } _A
G
1 and 4(!) is bounded, 4(!) vanishes when one of
its arguments lies in l1(G). Thus 4(!) satisfies (iv) of II.4.1 and 4(!) #
Cn(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ). K
Lemma V.3.9. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra, : is an action of a
discrete group G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a unital Banach equivariant
module. For all n0, the following diagram commutes,
C nG(A, CI ; M
G
1 )
4 Cn(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 )
2 2
C n+1G (A, CI ; M
G
1 ) ww
4 Cn+1(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ).
Proof. First, the commutativity is proven for n=0. Since both 2(4( f ))
and 4(2( f )) are bounded and linear for all f in C 0G(A, CI, M
G
1 )=(M
G
1 )
G,
it suffices to prove that they coincide on elements of the form 1g V eA .
Recall, from the proof of V.3.8, that 1g } f =f } 1g for all g in G when
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f # (M G1 )
G. Thus, from IV.1.11, IV.1.14(i), (ii), and the comment following
the proof of IV.1.14,
2(4( f ))(1g V eA)=(1g V eA) } f &f } (1g V eA)
=1g } (eA } f )&1g } ( f } eA)
=1g } (eA } f &f } eA)=1g } (Af &fA)
=1g } (2( f )(A))=4(2( f ))(1g V eA).
Suppose ! # C nG(A, CI; M
G
1 ). To prove that 2(4(!)) and 4(2(!)) are
equal, it suffices, since both maps are bounded and multi-linear, to prove
that they coincide when each entry has the form 1g V eA . Suppose g1 , ..., gn
# G and A1 , ..., An # A. Using IV.3.5(ii) for the third equality, IV.3.4 and
IV.3.6 for the fourth equality, IV.3.6, IV.3.5(ii), IV.3.4, and IV.3.6 for
the fifth equality, IV.1.13(v), IV.1.12(iii), and IV.1.13(i) for the seventh
equality, and equivariance of ! throughout, we have that
4(2!)(1h1 V eA1 , ..., 1hn+1 V eAn+1)
=1h1 } } } hn+1 } 2(!)(:h &1n+1 } } } h2&1 (A1), ..., An+1)
=1h1 } } } hn+1 _e:h &1n+1 }} } h 2&1 (A1 ) } !(:h&1n+1 } } } h3&1(A2), ..., An+1)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i !(:h &1n+1 } } } h2&1 (A1), ...,
:h &1n+1 } } } h &1i+2 (:h &1i+1 (A i) Ai+1), ..., An+1)
+(&1)n+1 !(:h &1n+1 } } } h 2&1 (A1), ..., :h &1n+1 (An)) } eAn+1&
=1h1 } } } hn+1 :~ h &1n+1 } } } h2&1 (eA1) } ; h &1n+1 } } } h2&1
_\!(:h2(A2), :h2h3(A3), ..., :h2 } } } hn+1(An+1))
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i 1h1 } } } hn+1!(:h &1n+1 } } } h 2&1(A1), ...,
:h &1n+1 } } } h&1i+2 (:h&1i+1(A i ) Ai+1), ..., An+1+
+(&1)n+1 1h1 } } } hn+1 ; h &1n+1 (!(:h n&1 } } } h 2&1 (A1),
:hn&1 } } } h3&1 (A2), ..., An)) } eAn+1
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=1h1 } } } hn+1 ; h &1n+1 } } } h2&1 (eA1 } !(:h2 (A2), :h2h3 (A3), ..., :h2 } } } hn+1(An+1)))
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i 1h1 } } } hn+1 !(:h &1n+1 } } } h2&1(A1), ...,
:h &1n+1 } } } h &1i+2 (:h &1i+1 (A i ) Ai+1), ..., An+1)
+(&1)n+1 1h1 } } } hn+1 ; h &1n+1 (!(:hn&1 } } } h2&1 (A1),
:hn&1 } } } h3&1 (A2), ..., An) } e:hn+1(An+1))
=1h1 (eA1 } !(:h2(A2), :h2h3 (A3), ..., :h2 } } } hn+1(An+1)) 1(h2 } } } hn+1)&1
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i 1h1 } } } hn+1 } !(:h &1n+1 } } } h2&1 (A1), ...,
:h &1n+1 } } } h &1i+2 (:h &1i+1 (A i) Ai+1), ..., An+1)
+(&1)n+1 1h1 } } } hn } (!(:hn&1 } } } h2&1 (A1), :hn&1 } } } h3&1 (A2), ..., An)
} 1hn+1 ) } eAn+1
=(1h1 V eA1 ) } 1h2 } } } hn+1 } !(:h &1n+1 } } } h 3&1 (A2), ..., An+1)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i 4(!)(1h1 V eA1 , ..., 1hihi+1 V e:h &1i+1 (Ai ) Ai+1 , ..., 1hn+1 V eAn+1 )
+(&1)n+1 1h1 } } } hn !(:hn&1 } } } h2&1 (A1), :h n&1 } } } h3&1 (A2), ..., An)
} (1hn+1 V eAn+1)
=(1h1 V eA1 ) } 4(!)(1h2 *eA2 , ..., 1hn+1 V *eAn+1)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i 4(!)(1h1 V eA1 , ..., (1hi V eAi) V (1hi+1 V eAi+1 ), ...,
1hn+1 V eAn+1 )+(&1)
n+1 4(!)(1h1 V eA1 , ..., 1hn V eAn ) } (1hn+1 V eAn+1 )
=(2(4(!)))(1h1 V eA1 , ..., 1hn+1 V eAn+1).
Hence the diagram commutes for n1. K
Proposition V.3.10. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra, : is an
action of a discrete group G on A, and M is a unital Banach G-A-module.
4 induces a map (also called 4) of the cohomology groups
4: H nG (A, CI ; M
G
1 )  H
n(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 )
defined by 4([\])=[4(\)].
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Theorem V.3.11. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra, : is an action
of a group G on A, and M is a unital Banach G-A-module. If G is discrete,
then
H nG(A, CI ; M
G
1 )&H
n(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ).
Proof. We show that ( and 4 are inverses of each other. It suffices
to prove that ( b 4 and 4 b ( are the identity on the cochain groups.
This is clear, from the definition of 4 and (, for C 0G(A, CI; M
G
1 ) and
C0(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ).
Suppose n1, \ # C nG(A
G
1 , l
1(G); M G1 ), h1 , ..., hn # G, and A1 , ..., An # A.
Then, by IV.3.5(ii), IV.3.4, and II.4.1(i), (ii), (iii), we have that
4(((\))(1h1 V eA1 , ..., 1hn V eAn )
=1h1 } } } hn } ((\)(:hn&1 } } } hn&1 (A1), ..., An)
=1h1 } } } hn } \(e:h n&1 } } } h 2&1 (A1)
, ..., eAn)
=1h1 } } } hn } \(:~ h n&1 } } } h 2&1 (eA1 ), ..., eAn )
=1h1 } } } hn } \(1h n&1 } } } h2&1 V eA1 V 1h2 } } } hn , 1hn&1 } } } h 3&1 V eA2 V 1h3 } } } hn , ..., eAn )
=\(1h1 } } } hn V 1hn&1 } } } h 3&1 V eA1 , 1h2 } } } hn V 1hn&1 } } } h3&1 V eA2 , ..., 1hn V eAn )
=\(1h1 V eA1 , ..., 1hn V eAn ).
Since 4(((\)) and \ are bounded and multilinear, we conclude that
4(((\))=\. Thus 4 b ( is the identity. The proof that ( b 4 is the identity
is straightforward. It follows that 4 is an isomorphism of the cohomology
group H nG(A, CI; M
G
1 ) onto H
n(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 ). K
Remark V.3.12. Note that Theorem V.3.11 remains true for any Banach
G-AG1 -module N where the action of G on N is given by ;g(n)=1gn1g&1 . The
proof of this consists of tracing through V.3.7V.3.11 and checking that this
is the only property of M G1 that is used.
Corollary V.3.13. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra, : is an action
of a group G on A, and M is a unital Banach G-A-module. If G is a finite group,
then
H nG(A, M
G
1 )&H
n
G(A, CI; M
G
1 )&H
n(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 )&H
n(AG1 , M
G
1 ).
Proof. Suppose f # M G1 . Then, for all g in G, (If )(g)=I( f (g))= f (g),
from IV.1.11. Similarly ( fI )(g)=( f (g)) :g(I )= f (g). Thus If =fI= f and
MG1 is a unital A-module. The first isomorphism now follows from II.4.12.
The second isomorphism follows from V.3.11. The last isomorphism follows
from II.4.4(a), since l1(G) is contractible, when G is a finite group. K
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Corollary V.3.14. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra and : is an
action of a group G on A. If G is a discrete amenable group and M is a unital
dual G-A-module, then
H nG(A, M
G
1 )&H
n
G(A, CI; M
G
1 )&H
n(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 )&H
n(AG1 , M
G
1 ).
Proof. Note that, since G is a discrete group, M is also a Banach
G-A-module. Hence the first and second isomorphisms follow as in V.3.13.
The last isomorphism follows from II.4.4(b) since l1(G) is an amenable
[BJo1, Theorem 2.5] invariant subalgebra and M G1 is a dual G-A
G
1 -
module, by IV.3.14. K
The next two corollaries are not corollaries of Theorem V.3.11, directly,
but of V.3.12.
Corollary V.3.15. Suppose G is a discrete group acting on a unital
Banach algebra A, then H nG(A, CI; (A
G
1 )*)&H
n(AG1 , l
1(G); (AG1 )*) for all
n1.
Proof. By Remark V.3.12, it suffices to prove that the group action of
G on (AG1 )* is induced by 1g . The group action on (A
G
1 )* is the dual of
the action on AG1 . Thus, if  # (A
G
1 )* and , # A
G
1 , it follows, by IV.3.4, that
(:~ g*(), ,, ) =(, :~ g&1 (,)) =(, 1g&1 V , V 1g)=(1g1g&1 , ,),
which proves that :~ g*()=1g1g&1 . K
Corollary V.3.16. If G is a discrete amenable group acting on a unital
Banach algebra A, then H nG(A, (A
G
1 )*)&H
n(AG1 , (A
G
1 )*).
Proof. It follows, by II.4.12, that H nG(A, (A
G
1 )*)&H
n
G(A, CI; (A
G
1 )*)
since (AG1 )* is a unital module. Furthermore, since l
1(G) is an invariant
amenable Banach algebra, it follows, by II.4.4(b), that Hn(AG1 , l
1(G); (AG1 )*)
&Hn(AG1 , (A
G
1 )*), since (A
G
1 )* is a dual G-A
G
1 -module. Finally, the corollary
follows from these assertions and V.3.15. K
V.4. Actions of Finite Groups
In this section, actions of finite groups are studied. We introduce new
module actions on a module M by applying an automorphism to the
elements of the algebra before they act on the module via the original
action. We prove that H n(A, M G1 ) can be computed as a direct sum of
cohomology groups of the algebra with coefficients in the different modules
derived from M in this way. A similar result holds for the equivariant
cohomology; in this case, the group must be abelian as well as finite. As a
corollary we have that H nG(A, M) is a direct summand of H
n(AG1 , M
G
1 ).
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Definition V.4.1. Suppose :1 and :2 are two bounded automorphisms
of a Banach algebra A, and M is a Banach A-module. Then a new module
structure is defined on M by
A } m=:1(A)m and m } A=m:2(A) (A # A, m # M),
where concatenation refers to the original module actions of A on M. We
refer to M with this module structure as an A-(:1 , :2)-module.
Lemma V.4.2. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and :1 and :2 are two
bounded automorphisms of A.
(i) If M is Banach A-module, then M is also a Banach A-module as
an A-(:1 , :2)-module.
(ii) If M is dual A-module, then M is also a dual A-module as an
A-(:1 , :2)-module.
(iii) If A is a von Neumann algebra, :1 and :2 are *-automorphisms,
and M is a dual normal A-module, then M is also a dual normal A-module
as an A-(:1 , :2)-module.
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are trivial, and (iii) follows from the fact that
*-automorphisms of von Neumann algebras are ultraweakultraweak
continuous [K-R, 7.4.4]. K
Our main interest in the above appears when : is an action of a group
G on A. If M is a Banach (or dual) A-module, we denote by Mg the
Banach (or dual) module obtained from M as above by letting :1=id
and :2=:g .
Lemma V.4.3. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a group
G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach (respectively, dual ) equivariant
module. If the group G is abelian, then Mg is a Banach (respectively, dual )
G-A-module, where the action of G on M is ;.
Proof. Mg is a Banach (respectively, dual) A-module by Lemma V.4.2.
Thus, it remains to prove that the action ; on M still satisfies I.2.3 (respec-
tively I.3.3). In both cases, (i), (iv), and (v) are independent of the module
actions, so they still hold, as does (ii) since the left module action is
unchanged. Finally, suppose m # M and A # A. Then
;h(m } A)=;h(m:g(A))=;h(m) :hg(A)=;h(m) :g(:h(A))=;h(m) } :h(A),
since G is abelian. This shows that (iii) is satisfied. K
Remark V.4.4. Note that the proof of V.4.3 does not really require that
G is abelian, but only that :gh=:hg for all h in G.
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When we consider direct sums of Banach spaces we always equip them
with the ‘‘l 1-norm.’’
Proposition V.4.5. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, G is a finite group
acting on A, and M is a Banach G-A-module. Then Hn(A, M G1 )&
g # G Hn(A, Mg) for all n0.
Proof. In general, we have that if M1 , ..., Mk is a finite collection of
Banach A-modules, then Hn(A, ki=1 Mi)&
k
i=1 H
n(A, Mi). Hence the
proposition follows from the fact that M G1 and g # G Mg are isometrically
isomorphic as Banach A-modules. To see this, define {: M G1   g # G Mg by
{( f )= 
g # G
f (g) ( f # M G1 ).
{ is, clearly, an isometric isomorphism of Banach spaces; it remains to
prove that { is an A-module map. Suppose A # A and f # M G1 . Then
{(Af )= 
g # G
(Af )(g)= 
g # G
A( f (g))= 
g # G
A } ( f (g))=A \g # G f (g)+=A{( f )
and
{( fA)= 
g # G
( fA)(g)= 
g # G
( f (g)) :g(A)= 
g # G
( f (g)) } A
=\g # G f (g)+ A={( f )A,
which proves that { is an A-module map. K
Remark V.4.6. Let {g : M G1  Mg be the map { of the proof of V.4.5
composed with the projection onto the g th coordinate of the sum module.
{g can be defined even if G is not finite, namely by {g( f )= f (g), where
f # M G1 (as long as G is discrete). {g is a bounded A-module map. Thus {g
induces a map /g : Cn(A, M G1 )  C
n(A, Mg), which again induces a map
(also denoted by /g) between cohomology groups (/g : Hn(A, M G1 ) 
Hn(A, Mg) is defined by /g([\])=[/g(\)]=[{g b \]).
The isomorphism of V.4.5 is the direct sum of the /g s. This can also be
defined when G is not finite, but I do not expect this map to be an
isomorphism in general. However, the maps /g might be of some help in
computing the cohomology groups in special cases.
Proposition V.4.7. Let A be a Banach algebra, G a finite group acting
on A, and M a Banach G-A-module. If, in addition, G is abelian, then
H nG(A, M
G
1 )&g # G H
n
G(A, Mg) for all n0.
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Proof. The result about finite direct sums of modules, used in the begin-
ning of the proof of V.4.5, also holds when we consider equivariant cohomology
and equivariant modules. Moreover, when G is abelian, Mg is a Banach G-A-
module. So it remains to prove that the map {, described before, is equivariant.
Suppose f # M G1 , h # G, and ; denotes the action of G on M. Then
{(; h( f ))= 
g # G
(; h( f ))(g)= 
g # G
;h( f (g))
=\g # G ;h+\g # G f (g)+=\g # G ;h+ ({( f )),
which proves that { is equivariant. K
Remark V.4.8. (i) Note that the /g defined in V.4.6 map equivariant
cochains into equivariant cochains. Moreover, /g induces a map
/g : H nG(A, M
G
1 )  H
n
G(A, Mg). In particular, if \ is an equivariant n-cocycle
then /g(\) is an equivariant n-cocycle.
(ii) In the Appendix we give an example of an infinite abelian group
(Z) acting on a Banach algebra A and H 1Z(A
Z
1 , A
Z
1 ) is infinite dimensional,
but H 1Z(A, Ak)=0 for all k{0 and H
1
Z(A, A) is one dimensional. That is,
V.4.7 is only valid for finite groups.
Corollary V.4.9. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, G is a finite group
acting on A, and M is a unital Banach G-A-module. If G is abelian, then
H nG(A, M) is a direct summand of H
n(AG1 , M
G
1 ).
Proof. By V.4.7, H nG(A, M) is a direct summand of H
n
G(A, M
G
1 ), since
M=Me where e is the unit in G. Furthermore, by V.3.13, H nG(A, M
G
1 )&
Hn(AG1 , M
G
1 ). K
Remark V.4.10. With the results of this section at hand, it is easy to
construct examples where H nG(A, M) is not isomorphic to H
n(AG1 , M
G
1 ).
Let A be a Banach algebra, M a Banach A-module such that Hn(A, M){0,
and G a finite abelian group. Let G act trivially on A and M. Then Mg and
M are identical equivariant modules. Thus, by II.4.4, II.4.12 (with G the
one-element group), V.3.11, and V.4.7,
Hn(AG1 , M
G
1 )&H
n(AG1 , l
1(G); M G1 )&H
n
G(A, CI; M
G
1 )
&Hn(A, M G1 )& 
g # G
H nG(A, M)
= 
g # G
H n(A, M).
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Note that the above gives a ‘‘Ku nneth formula,’’ namely
Hn(A l 1(G), Ml1(G))& 
g # G
Hn(A, M)&l1(G)Hn(A, M).
Remark V.4.11. Assume, again, that G is a finite abelian group, A is a
Banach algebra, and M is a Banach A-module. Equip A and M with the
trivial action of G. Then, by V.4.10, the dimension of H nG(A
G
1 , M
G
1 ) is equal
to the dimension of Hn(A, M) multiplied by the number of elements in the
group G. Note that the actions :~ and ; of G on AG1 and M
G
1 are also trivial.
Hence, in this case, we get that the dimensions in the sequence (considered
in V.2.9)
H nG(A, M)  H
n
G(A
G
1 , M
G
1 )  H
n
G((A
G
1 )
G
1 , (M
G
1 )
G
1 )  } } }
for every step is multiplied by the number of elements in the group G.
VI. OTHER EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGY THEORIES
In this chapter we consider the equivariant Hochschild cohomology
theories defined in [DGo, K-K-L]. The theories are described for a
compact group acting on a Banach algebra. This is an adjustment of the
original definitions, since [K-K-L] treats only finite groups, but the defini-
tion carries over to compact groups without change. The definition in
[DGo] is given for compact groups, but also for locally convex algebras,
where we restrict attention to Banach algebras. These theories are com-
pared to the theory developed in [KJe] and this paper.
In Section 1, the equivariant Hochschild cohomology groups of [K-K-L,
DGo] are presented. We prove that the two theories coincide for a
compact group acting on a Banach algebra.
In Section 2, we prove that if the group G is finite or the Banach algebra
A is finite dimensional, then by choosing a module properly, the two other
equivariant cohomology theories are special cases of the theory presented
in Chapter I of [KJe]. In addition, we prove that the equivariant cohomology
of [DGo, K-K-L] coincides with the usual cohomology of the covariance
algebra (with coefficients in the dual of the covariance algebra) when the
group G is finite.
VI.1. Definitions
In this section, the equivariant Hochschild cohomology theories of [K-K-L,
DGo] are described. The description of the theory from [K-K-L] follows
closely the original presentation. The theory in [DGo] is defined in terms
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of cohomology of a total complex of a certain double complex (similar to
the one used in the definition of cyclic cohomology). This definition can be
transformed to a cohomology given in terms of cochains and coboundary
maps, which is more useful for our purposes.
Definition VI.1.1. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and : is an action
of a compact group G on A. Define CnG(A) to be the set of bounded n+1
linear maps \ from A_ } } } _A (n+1 factors) into C(G) such that
\(:g(A0), ..., :g(An))=#g(\(A0 , ..., An)) (A0 , ..., An # A),
where #g : C(G)  C(G) is defined by
#g( f )(h)= f (g&1hg) (h # G, f # C(G)).
As usual the norm on C(G) is the supremum norm.
Remark VI.1.2. We could describe CnG(A) as C
n+1
G (A, C(G)) with the
given action # of G on C(G). However, our equivariant cochain groups are
defined with coefficients in equivariant modules, and C(G) is in no useful
way an A-module. Nevertheless, the special condition on \ will be referred
to as equivariance.
Lemma VI.1.3. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and : is an action of a
compact group G on A. For \ in CnG(A), define 2K (\): A_ } } } _A  C(G)
by
(2K (\)(A0 , ..., An+1))(g)= :
n
i=0
(&1) i \(A0 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1)(g)
+(&1)n+1 \(:g&1 (An+1) A0 , A1 , ..., An)(g)
for A0 , ..., An+1 in A and g in G. Then 2K (\) # Cn+1G (A), 2K 2K=0, and,
hence, (CnG(A), 2K) is a complex.
Proof. Suppose \ # CnG(A) and A0 , ..., An # A. Then 2K (\)(A0 , ..., An)
# C(G). To see this, note that ni=0 (&1)
i \(A0 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1)
is in C(G) since each of the summands are in C(G). Moreover, g 
\(:g&1(An+1) A0 , A1 , ..., An)(g) is the composition of the three continuous
maps,
G  G_A_ } } } _A, g  ( g, :g&1(An+1) A0 , A1 , ..., An)
G_A_ } } } _A  G_C(G), ( g, B1 , ..., Bn+1)  ( g, \(B1 , ..., Bn+1))
G_C(G)  C, (g, f )  f (g).
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For the continuity of the last map, note that if X is a topological space and
C(X ) is the linear space of bounded, complex-valued, continuous functions
on X, provided with the supremum norm, the ‘‘evaluation map’’ (x, f ) 
f (x) of X_C(X ) into C is continuous. This fact is immediate from the
inequality
| f (x)& f0(x0)|| f (x)& f0(x)|+| f0(x)& f0(x0)|
& f& f0&+| f0(x)& f0(x0)|
and the continuity of f0 (at x0).
Furthermore, 2K (\) is multilinear and bounded with bound at most
(n+2) &\&. Finally, to prove 2K (\) # Cn+1G (A), we must show that 2K (\)
is equivariant. Suppose h # G. Then, for all A0 , ..., An+1 in A,
(2K (\))(:h(A0), ..., :h(An+1))(g)
= :
n
i=0
(&1) i \(:h(A0), ..., :h(Ai Ai+1), ..., :h(An+1))(g)
+(&1)n+1 \(:g&1 :h(An+1) :h(A0), ..., :h(An))(g)
= :
n
i=0
(&1) i #h(\(A0 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1))(g)
+(&1)n+1 #h(\(:h&1g&1h(An+1) A0 , A1 , ..., An))(g)
= :
n
i=0
(&1) i \(A0 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1)(h&1gh)
+(&1)n+1 \(:h&1g&1 h(An+1) A0 , A1 , ..., An)(h&1gh)
=(2K (\))(A0 , ..., An+1)(h&1gh)
=#h(2K (\)(A0 , ..., An+1))(g)
for all g in G, which proves that 2K (\) is equivariant.
The proof that 2K 2K=0 is given in [K-K-L, p. 205]; this can also
be seen from VI.2.2, since 22=0, where 2 is the usual Hochschild
coboundary operator. K
Definition VI.1.4. The equivariant Hochschild cohomology in [K-K-L]
is defined as the cohomology of the complex (CnG(A), 2K). With
ZnG(A)=[\ # C
n
G(A) : 2K (\)=0],
BnG(A)=[2K (\) : \ # C
n&1
G (A)],
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the equivariant cohomology groups are the quotients
HnG(A)=Z
n
G(A)B
n
G(A).
What we call 2K is denoted by b in [K-K-L].
Lemma VI.1.5. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and : is an action of a
compact group G on A. For \ in CnG(A), define 2D(\): A_ } } } _A  C(G)
by
2D(\)(A0 , ..., An+1)(g)=\(A0:g(A1), A2 ..., An)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i \(A0 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1)(g)
+(&1)n+1 \(An+1 A0 , A1 , ..., An)(g),
where A0 , ..., An+1 # A and g # G. Then 2D(\) # Cn+1G (A), 2D 2D=0, and,
hence, (CnG(A), 2D) is a complex.
Proof. The proof that 2D(\)(A0 , ..., An+1) is continuous for all
A0 , ..., An+1 # A is similar to the proof that 2K (\)(A0 , ..., An+1) is
continuous. That 2D2D=0 can be proven directly, but it also follows from
Proposition VI.1.7, since 2K 2K=0. K
Proposition VI.1.6. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and : is an action
of a compact group G on A. The equivariant Hochschild cohomology groups
(denoted HH nG(A)) defined in [DGo] are isomorphic to the cohomology
groups of the complex (CnG(A), 2D).
Proof. 2D is equal to the dual of the map denoted b in [DGo]. The
proof that the equivariant Hochschild cohomology defined in [DGo] is
isomorphic to the cohomology of the complex (CnG(A), 2D) is similar to
the proof of I.3.12 in [LKa]. K
Proposition VI.1.7. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and : is an action
of a compact group G on A. The two complexes (CnG(A), 2K) and
(CnG(A), 2D) are isomorphic; there is an isomorphism 9 : C
n
G(A)  C
n
G(A)
such that the diagram
CnG(A)
9
CnG(A)
2D 2K
Cn+1G (A) ww
9
CnG(A)
commutes for all n0.
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Proof. Define 9 : CnG(A)  C
n
G(A) by
((9(\))(A0 , ..., An))(g)=\(:g(A0), A1 , ..., An)(g).
Then 9(\) is multilinear and bounded with the same bound as \. Suppose
A0 , ..., An # A and g # G. Then
[9(\)(:h(A0), ..., :h(An))](g)=\(:g:h(A0), :h(A1), ..., :h(An))(g)
=[#h(\(:h&1gh(A0), A1 , ..., An))](g)
=[\(:h&1gh(A0), A1 , ..., An)](h&1gh)
=[(9(\))(A0 , A1 , ..., An)](h&1gh)
=[#h(9(\)(A0 , ..., An))](g),
which proves that 9(\) is equivariant. As in the proof of VI.1.3,
9(\)(A0 , ..., An) is the composition of three contionuous maps,
g  (g, :g(A0), A1 , ..., An)  (g, \(:g(A0), A1 , ..., An))
 \(:g(A0), A1 , ..., An)(g).
Thus 9(\)(A0 , ..., An) # C(G) and 9(\) # CnG(A).
9 is an (isometric) isomorphism, since 9 &1 : CnG(A)  C
n
G(A) defined by
9&1(\)(A0 , ..., An)=\(:g&1(A0), A1 , ..., An) is a bounded linear two-sided
inverse of 9. We prove the commutativity of the diagram. Suppose
\ # CnG(A), A0 , ..., An+1 # A, and g # G. Then
[(9(2D(\)))(A0 , A1 , ..., An+1)](g)
=[(2D\)(:g(A0), A1 , ..., An+1)](g)
=[\(:g(A0) :g(A1), A2 , ..., An+1)](g)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i [\(:g(A0), A1 , ..., AiA i+1 , ..., An+1)](g)
+(&1)n+1 [\(An+1:g(A0), A1 , ..., An)](g)
=[(9(\))(A0A1 , A2 , ..., An+1)](g)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i [(9(\))(A0 , A1 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1)](g)
+(&1)n+1 [(9(\))(:g&1 (An+1) A0 , A1 , ..., An)](g)
=[(2K (9(\)))(A0 , ..., An+1)](g),
which proves that the diagram commutes for all n0. K
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Corollary VI.1.8. If G is a compact group acting on a Banach algebra A,
then HnG(A)&HH
n
G(A).
VI.2. Comparison of the Equivariant Cohomology Theories
In this section, we prove that HnG(A) is isomorphic to H
n
G(A, C(G, A*))
when G is a finite group or A is a finite dimensional Banach algebra.
Moreover, when the group is finite, they are both isomorphic to
H nG(A, (A
G
1 )*), which by V.3.16, is isomorphic to H
n(AG1 , (A
G
1 )*), when A
is unital.
It was proven in IV.3.13 that C0(G, M) is a Banach G-A-module, when
G is a unimodular group acting on a Banach algebra A and M is a Banach
G-A-module. In the first lemma of this section, we consider C0(G, M) as a
Banach G-A-module, again, but change the right module action from that
used in IV.3.13.
Lemma VI.2.1. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
unimodular group G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant module.
Then (A, :, C0(G, M), ; ) is a Banach G-A-module with module actions
defined by
(Aa)(g)=A(a(g)) (A # A, a # C0(G, M))
(aA)(g)=(a(g)) :g&1(A) (A # A, a # C0(G, M)),
where ; is the action of G on C0(G, M) defined in IV.3.8.
Proof. Routine computation shows that C0(G, M) is a Banach A-module
with these actions. It remains to prove that ; satisfies (i)(v) of Definition
I.2.3, with the new module actions. Since (i), (iv), and (v) are independent
of the module actions, they are proven as in IV.3.9. Moreover, the left
module action coincides with the left module action in IV.3.13, whence (ii)
is proven as in IV.3.13. Suppose A # A, a # C0(G, M), and h # G. Then
(; h(aA))(g)=;h((aA)(h&1gh))=;h(a(h&1gh) :h&1 g&1h(A))
=;h(a(h&1gh)) :g&1:h(A)=; h(a)(g) :g&1 (:h(A))
=(; h(a) :h(A))(g)
for all g in G, which proves that ; h(aA)=; h(a) :h(A). This proves (iii). K
A compact group G is unimodular, and when G is compact C0(G, M)=
C(G, M).
Proposition VI.2.2. Suppose G is a compact group acting on a Banach
algebra A. If either G is finite or A is finite dimensional, then the two
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complexes (CnG(A), 2K) and (C
n
G(A, C(G, A*)), 2) are isomorphic. That is,
there is an isomorphism 8: CnG(A)  C
n
G(A, C(G, A*)), such that the follow-
ing diagram commutes for all n0,
CnG(A)
8 C n(A, C(G, A*))
2K 2
Cn+1G (A) ww
8 C n+1(A, C(G, A*)).
Proof. Define 8: CnG(A)  C
n
G(A, C(G, A*)) by
(A0 , ((8(\))(A1 , ..., An))(g))=\(A0 , ..., An)(g)
(\ # CnG(A), A0 , ..., An # A).
Note that, for g in G, 8(\)(A1 , ..., An)(g) assigns to each A0 in A a
complex number, and this assignment is linear. Moreover,
|(A0 , [((8(\))(A1 , ..., An))](g)) |=|\(A0 , ..., An)(g)|
&\& &A0& &A1 & } } } &An &,
which shows that 8(\)(A1 , ..., An)(g) is bounded. Thus 8(\)(A0 , ..., An)(g)
# A*. Furthermore, 8(\) is clearly multilinear, and by the preceding
computation,
&(8(\))(A1 , ..., An)&=sup[ |(A0 , ((8(\))(A1 , ..., An))(g)) |: g # G, A0 # A,
&A0&1]
&\& &A1& } } } &An &.
Thus 8(\) is bounded.
Moreover, if h # G and A1 , ..., An # A, then
(A0 , [(8(\))(:h(A1), ..., :h(An))](g))
=\(A0 , :h(A1), ..., :h(An))(g)
=[#h(\(:h&1(A0), A1 , ..., An))](g)
=[\(:h&1(A0), A1 , ..., An)](h&1gh)
=(:h&1(A0), [8(\)(A1 , ..., An)](h&1gh))
=(A0 , :h*[(8(\)(A1 , ..., An))(h&1gh)])
=(A0 , [:h*(8(\)(A1 , ..., An))](g)) ,
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for all A0 in A and g in G. Thus 8(\) is equivariant, since, by the preceding
computation, (8(\))(:h(A1), ..., :h(An))=:h*((8(\))(A1 , ..., An)).
To complete the proof that 8(\) is in the cochain group C nG(A, C(G, A*)),
we must show that the map g  8(\)(A1 , ..., An)(g) is continuous. If G is
finite, there is nothing to prove. It remains to prove the continuity when
A is finite dimensional. For each A0 in A, the map g  (A0 , [(8(\))
(A1 , ..., An)](g)) (=\(A0 , ..., An)(g)) is continuous since \(A0 , ..., An) is in
C(G). Thus the map g  [(8(\))(A1 , ..., An)](g) is continuous from G into
A* with its weak* topology. Since A* is finite dimensional, the weak* and
the norm topologies coincide on A*. Thus (8(\))(A1 , ..., An) # C(G, A*)
(norm-continuous maps from G into A*).
Define 8&1 : C nG(A, C(G, A*))  C
n
G(A) by
[(8&1(!))(A0 , ..., An)](g)=(A0 , !(A1 , ..., An)(g)) ,
where ! # C nG(A, C(G, A*)), g # G, and A0 , ..., An # A.
The continuity of the map g  ((8&1(!))(A0 , ..., An))(g) follows from the
norm continuity of the map g  !(A1 , ..., An)(g). Furthermore,
&(8&1(!))(A0 , A1 , ..., An)&=sup
g # G
|[(8&1(!))(A0 , ..., An)](g)|
=sup
g # G
|(A0 , !(A1 , ..., An)(g)) |
sup
g # G
&A0& &!(A1 , ..., An)(g)&
&A0& &!& &A1 & } } } &An&,
which shows that 8&1(!) is bounded, with bound at most &!&.
Next, we show that 8&1(!) is equivariant. Suppose h # G. Then
[(8&1(!))(:h(A0), ..., :h(An))](g)=(:h(A0), !(:h(A1), ..., :h(An))(g))
=(:h(A0), [:h*(!(A1 , ..., An))](g))
=(:h(A0), :h*[!(A1 , ..., An)(h&1gh)])
=(A0 , :*h&1 :h*[!(A1 , ..., An)(h
&1gh)])
=(A0 , !(A1 , ..., An)(h&1gh))
=[(8&1(!))(A0 , ..., An)](h&1gh)
=#h[(8&1(!))(A0 , ..., An)](g)
for all g in G and A0 , ..., An in A. Hence 8&1(!) is equivariant. Thus
8&1(!) # CnG(A).
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Suppose ! # C nG(A, C(G, A*)) and \ # C
n
G(A). Then
(A0 , 8(8&1(!))(A1 , ..., An)(g))=[(8&1(!))(A0 , A1 , ..., An)](g)
=(A0 , !(A1 , ..., An)(g))
and
[(8&1(8(\)))(A0 , A1 , ..., An)](g)=(A0 , [(8(\))(A1 , ..., An)](g))
=\(A0 , A1 , ..., An)(g)
for all A0 , ..., An in A and g in G. This proves that 8&1 is both a right and
left inverse of 8. Thus 8 is an isomorphism.
Finally, we must prove that the diagram commutes for all n0. Suppose
\ # CnG(A), A0 , ..., An+1 # A, and g # G. Then
(A0 , (2(8(\))(A1 , ..., An+1))(g))
=(A0 , [A1((8(\))(A2 , ..., An+1))](g))
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i (A0 , [(8(\))(A1 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1)](g))
+(&1)n+1 (A0 , [((8(\))(A1 , ..., An)) An+1](g))
=(A0 , A1[((8(\))(A2 , ..., An+1))(g)])
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i (A0 , [(8(\))(A1 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1)](g))
+(&1)n+1 (A0 , [((8(\))(A1 , ..., An))(g)] :g&1(An+1))
=(A0A1 , [(8(\))(A2 , ..., An+1)](g))
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i (A0 , [(8(\))(A1 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1)](g))
+(&1)n+1 (:g&1 (An+1) A0 , [(8(\))(A1 , ..., An)](g))
=\(A0A1 , A2 , ..., An+1)(g)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i \(A0 , A1 , ..., A iAi+1 , ..., An+1)(g)
+(&1)n+1 \(:g&1 (An+1) A0 , A1 , ..., An)(g)
=(2K \)(A0 , A1 , ..., An+1)(g)
=(A0 , [(8(2K \))(A1 , ..., An+1)](g)) ,
which proves that 2(8(\))=8(2K (\)). K
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Proposition VI.2.3. Suppose G is a compact group acting on a Banach
algebra A. If G is finite or A is finite dimensional, then
HnG(A)&HH
n
G(A)&H
n
G(A, C(G, A*))
for all n0.
Proof. The first isomorphism follows from Corollary VI.1.8, and the
second isomorphism is an immediate consequence of VI.2.2. K
Remark VI.2.4. The fact that VI.2.2 and VI.2.3 are restricted to G finite
or A finite dimensional is a consequence of our decision to deal with
Banach modules. The proof shows that the map g  8(\)(A1 , ..., An)(g) is
continuous from G into A* with its weak* topology. Conversely, this is all
we need of the map g  !(A1 , ..., An)(g) to prove that the map g 
8&1(A0 , ..., An)(g) is continuous. Thus, with less restrictive requirements
on our modules, VI.2.2 and VI.2.3 would hold for all compact groups
without restrictions on A.
We use the next lemma to give another description of the equivariant
cohomology of [DGo, K-K-L] in terms of our equivariant cohomology
theory.
Lemma VI.2.5. Suppose G is a finite group acting on a Banach algebra
A. Then C(G, A*) and (AG1 )* are isometrically isomorphic as Banach
G-A-modules.
Proof. Define 3: C(G, A*)  (AG1 )* by
(,, 3( f )) = :
g # G
(,(g), :g*( f (g))) (, # AG1 , f # C(G, A*)),
where : denotes the action of G on A. 3( f ) is linear, and
|(,, 3( f )) | :
g # G
|(,(g), :g*( f (g))) |
 :
g # G
&,(g)& & f (g)&& f & :
g # G
&,(g)&=& f & &,&.
Thus 3( f ) is bounded with bound not exceeding & f &. This also shows that
&3&1.
Next, we show that 3 is an A-bimodule map. Suppose A # A,
f # C(G, A*), and , # AG1 . Recall, from IV.1.11, that the module actions of
A on AG1 (M
G
1 there) are given by (A,)(g)=A(,(g)) and (,A)(g)=
(,(g)) :g(A). Then
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(,, 3(Af ))= :
g # G
(,(g), :g*((Af )(g)))= :
g # G
(:g&1(,(g)), (Af )(g))
= :
g # G
(:g&1 (,(g)), A( f (g)))= :
g # G
(:g&1(,(g)) A, f (g))
= :
g # G
(:g&1 (,(g) :g(A)), f (g))= :
g # G
(,(g) :g(A), :g*( f (g)))
= :
g # G
( (,A)(g), :g*( f (g))) =(,A, 3( f )) =(,, A3( f )),
which shows that 3 is a left module map. That 3 is a right module map
is shown similarly, namely by
(,, 3( fA))= :
g # G
(,(g), :g*(( fA)(g))) = :
g # G
(:g&1(,(g)), ( f (g)) :g&1(A))
= :
g # G
(:g&1(A(,(g))), f (g))= :
g # G
(A(,(g)), :g*( f (g)))
= :
g # G
( (A,)(g), :g*( f (g)))=(A,, 3( f )) =(,, 3( f ) A).
Next, we show that 3 is equivariant. Suppose h # G, and f and , are as
before. Then
(,, 3(:h*( f ))) = :
g # G
(,(g), :g*((:h*( f ))(g)))
= :
g # G
(:g&1(,(g)), :h*( f (h&1gh)))
= :
g # G
(:h&1 :g&1(,(g)), f (h&1gh))
= :
g # G
(:g&1 :h&1(,(hgh&1)), f (g))
= :
g # G
( (:~ h&1(,))(g), :g*( f (g)))
=(:~ h&1(,), 3( f ))=(,, :~ h*(3( f ))) .
Thus 3 is equivariant.
Define 4: (AG1 )*  C(G, A*) by
(A, 4()(g)) =(g:g (A) , ) ( # (A
G
1 )*, A # A),
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where gB is the element of AG1 that is B at g and zero elsewhere on G. Since
:g is linear and gA+*B= gA+*gB , 4()(g) is linear. As |(A, 4()(g)) |=
|( g:g (A) , ) |  &g:g(A)& && = &A& &&, 4()(g) is bounded. Hence
4()(g) # A*. Since G is finite, 4() # C(G, A*). Moreover, &4()&&&,
and 4 is linear.
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that 4 is an inverse of 3.
Suppose , # AG1 and  # (A
G
1 )*. Then
(,, 3(4())) = :
g # G
(,(g), :g*(4((g)))) = :
g # G
(:g&1(,(g)), 4((g)))
= :
g # G
( g:g (:g&1 (,(g)) , )=(,, ) .
Thus 3 b 4 is the identity map on (AG1 )*. Finally, suppose f # C(G, A*)
and g # G. Then
(A, 4(3( f ))(g))=(g:g (A) , 3( f ))= :
h # G
( g:g (A)(h), :h*( f (h)))
=(:g(A), :g*( f (g))) =(A, f (g))
for all A in A. Thus 4(3( f ))= f, and 4 b 3 is the identity on C(G, A*). K
Corollary VI.2.6. If G is a finite group acting on a Banach algebra A,
then
HnG(A)&H
n(A, (AG1 )*).
Proof. By Lemma VI.2.5 H n(A, (AG1 )*)&H
n
G(A, C(G, A*)).
Hence the corollary follows from VI.2.3. K
Corollary VI.2.7. If G is a finite group acting on a unital Banach
algebra A, then HnG(A)&H
n(AG1 , (A
G
1 )*).
Proof. This follows from VI.2.6 and V.3.13. K
Remark VI.2.8. (a) When studying Hochschild cohomology of a
Banach algebra, the coefficients are often in the dual of the Banach algebra.
In this case, it follows from VI.2.7 that the equivariant cohomology (of
[DGo, K-K-L]) of a Banach algebra is the Hochschild cohomology of the
covariance algebra, when the group is finite.
(b) It is conjectured in [K-K-L] that H*G(A)R(G)&H*(AG1 ),
where R(G) is the center of l1(G). However, the cohomology it is conjec-
tured for is the entire cyclic cohomology, so there is no immediate conflict
between this and Corollary VI.2.7. It can be proven that the map 8, :
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CnG(A)  C
n(AG1 , (A
G
1 )*) defined in [K-K-L, Sect. 4.5], with , the constant
function 1, is the map that induces the isomorphism in Corollary VI.2.7.
(c) The isomorphism in VI.2.7 consists of composition of several dif-
ferent isomorphisms
HnG(A)&H
n
G(A, (A
G
1 )*)&H
n
G(A, CI; (A
G
1 )*)
&H nG(A
G
1 , l
1(G); (AG1 )*)&H
n
G(A
G
1 , (A
G
1 )*).
The first isomorphism is induced by an isomorphism
/: C nG(A, (A
G
1 )*)  C
n
G(A),
where / is composition of the isomorphism induced by the map 4 in
the proof of VI.2.5 and the isomorphism 8&1 from the proof of VI.2.2.
The second isomorphism is induced by inclusion of the cochain groups.
The third isomorphism is induced be the isomorphism
(: Cn(AG1 , l
1(G); (AG1 )*)  C
n
G(A, CI; (A
G
1 )*)
from the proof of V.3.7. That is, the map
/ b (: Cn(AG1 , l
1(G), (AG1 )*)  C
n
G(A)
induces an isomorphism of the Hochschild cohomology groups. It would
be interesting to see if this also induces an isomorphism on the level of
cyclic cohomology (relativized as in [LKa]). In addition, this map should
be considered with respect to the entire cyclic cohomology (suitably
relativized, if necessary).
APPENDIX: EXAMPLES (SECTION II.5 CONTINUED)
We continue the investigaion of the last examples in [KJe, Sect. II.5].
That is, A is the two-dimensional Banach algebra generated linearly be the
two elements I and A, where I is the unit and A is nilpotent of order two.
In II.5.11 we described actions of Zp (the cyclic group of order p) and of
Z on A. For i in Zp , : i (A)=% ipA where %p is a primitive p th root of unity
and, of course, :i (I )=I. For j in Z, :j (A)=% jA, where % is a complex
number of modulus 1 and is not a root of unity.
Since Zp and Z are abelian groups we can apply the construction from
Section V.4 to the Zp-A- (respectively, Z-A-) module A.
Definition B.1. Let M pi be the Banach Zp-A-module constructed
from A as described in V.4.1 with :1=id and :2=:i for i in Zp ; and let
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Mj be the Banach Z-A-module constructed from A with :1=id and
:2=:j . That is, M pi =Ai and Mj=Aj using the notation introduced in
Section V.4. Note that M p0 =A and M0=A.
Since M pi and Mj are equal to A as Banach spaces, we have that
Cn(A, CI; M pi ) & C
n(A, CI; A) and Cn(A, CI; M j) & C n(A, CI; A).
Moreover, similar equalities hold for the equivariant cochain groups, since
the group actions on A and M pi , respectively, A and Mj coincide.
However, the cocyle and coboundary groups change, as we see in the
following lemma.
Lemma B.2. Suppose p # N and i # Zp n [0], that is, M pi is not A.
(1) Zn(A, CI ; M pp )
={[a!
n
1+b!
n
2 : a, b # C],
[a!n2 : a # C],
when p is even, n is odd, and i=
p
2
;
otherwise.
(2) Bn(A, CI ; M pi )
={
0,
0,
[a!n2 : a # C],
when p is even, n is even, and i=
p
2
;
when n=0;
otherwise when n1.
(3) ZnZp (A, CI ; M
p
i )={[a!
n
2 : a # C],
0,
when n=1 (mod p);
otherwise.
(4) BnZp (A, CI ; M
p
i )={[a!
n
2 : a # C],
0,
when n=1 (mod p);
otherwise.
Proof. The proof consists of computing the coboundary of the two
n-cochains !n1 and !
n
2 (adjusted to map into M
p
i ). It suffices to compute the
value at (A, ..., A). We have that
(2!n1)(A, ..., A)=A } !
n
1(A, ..., A)+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i !n1(A, ..., AA, ..., A)
+(&1)n+1 !n1(A, ..., A) } A
=AI+(&1)n+1 I% ipA.
Hence !n1 is a cocycle if and only if (&1)
n % ip=1. If p is odd this is never
possible (unless i=0, which is the case considered in II.5.8). If p is even it
holds only if i= p2 and n is odd. Moreover, in all the cases when !n1 is not
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a cocycle the coboundary is a multiple of !n2 . Finally, it follows, as in II.5.8,
that !n2 is always a cocycle. Parts (1) and (2) follow from this.
Recall that ZnZp(A, CI; M
p
i )=Z
n(A, CI; M pi ) & C
n
Zp
(A, CI; M pi ). Since
the equivariant cochain groups with coefficients in M pi coincide with the
equivariant cochain group with coefficients in A, (3) follows from (1) and
the Assertion in the proof of II.5.12.
Finally, (4) follows from (2), the Assertion in the proof of II.5.12, and
that BnZp(A, CI; M
P
i )=B
n(A, CI; M Pi ) & C
n
Zp
(A, CI; M Pi ). To prove this
last fact note that  is trivial. If 2! # C nZ(A, CI; M
p
i ), then ! defined by
! (A1 , ..., An&1)= :
l # Zp
:l (!(: l&1(A1), ..., :l&1(An&1))
is in C n&1Zp (A, CI; M
p
i ) and 2(! )=2! # B
n
Zp
(A, CI; M pi ). K
Corollary B.3. Suppose p # N and i # Zp n [0].
(1) Hn(A, CI; M pi )&{
C,
C,
0,
when n=0;
when p is even and i=p2 for all n;
otherwise.
(2) H nZp (A, CI, M
P
i )=0 for all n, p, and i.
Corollary B.4.
(i) H n(A, CI; A Zp
1
)&{
C p+1,
C2,
C,
when n=0; for all p;
for n1 when p is even;;
for n1, when p is odd.
(ii) H nZp (A, CI, A
Zp
1
)&H nZp (A, CI ; A)&H
n
Zp
(A, A).
Proof. Recall that M p0 =A. Then (i) follows from V.4.5, II.5.9, and
B.3(1). Part (ii) follows from V.4.7, II.5.12, B.3(2), and II.4.12. K
Corollary B.5. H nZp (A
Zp
1
, AZp
1
)&Hn(AZp
1
, AZp
1
)&H nZp(A, CI; A)
&H nZp(A, A).
Proof. Since the action of Zp on AZp1 is inner, by IV.3.4, the first
isomorphism follows from II.3.8 (the finite version of II.3.7). The second
isomorphism follows from V.3.13. K
Note that the preceding corollary shows that, in this case, the first map
in the sequence in V.2.9 is an isomorphism.
Computations similar to the preceding will be carried out for the action
of Z, that is, for Mj .
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Lemma B.6. Suppose j in Z is nonzero.
(1) Zn(A, CI; Mj)=[a!n2 : a # C], for all n.
(2) Bn(A, CI; Mj)=[a!n2 : a # C], for all n1.
(3) ZnZ(A, CI; Mj)={[a!
1
2 : a # C],
0,
for n=1;
for n=0 and n2.
(4) BnZ(A, CI; Mj)={a!
1
2 : a # C],
0,
for n=1;
for n=0 and n2.
Proof. In this case !n1 is never a cocycle, since (&1)
n % j is never 1.
Moreover, !n2 is a cocycle for all n0, and it is a coboundary for n1,
that is, it is the coboundary of some multiple of !n&11 . Thus (1) and (2)
follows.
We have that ZnZ(A, CI; Mj)=Z
n(A, CI; Mj) & C nZ(A, CI; Mj). Hence
(3) follows from the remark preceding B.2, (1), and the Assertion in the
proof of II.5.12. Hence BnZ(A, CI; Mj) is 0 when n{1. Finally, !
1
2 is the
coboundary of the equivariant 0-cochain (1(1&% j )) !01 and (4) follows. K
Corollary B.7. Suppose j in Z is nonzero.
(1) Hn(A, CI; Mj)&{C,0,
for n=0;
for n1.
(2) H nZ(A, CI; Mj)=0 for all n and all j.
Proposition B.8.
H nZ(A, CI; A
Z
1 )&{C,0,
when n=0;
when n2.
The cohomology group H 1Z(A, CI; A
Z
1 ) is infinite dimensional.
Proof. Let /j : C nZ(A, A
Z
1 )  C
n
Z(A, Mj) be the map defined in V.4.6
and V.4.8. Suppose \ # ZnZ(A, CI; A
Z
1 ). Then /j (\) is an equivariant
cocycle by V.4.8, that is, /j (\) # ZnZ(A, CI; Mj). It follows by B.6(3) that
/j (\)=0 if j{0 and n{1. Thus, in particular, Z0Z(A, CI, A
Z
1 )&
Z0Z(A, CI; A)&C, which proves the case n=0. If n2, then /j (\)=0 for
all j by the assertion in the proof of II.5.12 (for j=0) and by B.6(3) (for
j{0). Thus ZnZ(A, CI; A
Z
1 )=0. This proves the n2 part of the proposition.
Finally, we consider the case n=1. Suppose \ # Z1Z(A, CI; A
Z
1 ). Then
/j (\)=aj!12 for some complex number aj (by B.6(3)). We have that
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\(A)( j)=/j (\)(A)=aj!12(A)=a jA. Since \ is determined by \(A), \ is
determined by the sequence ((aj) j # Z). Since \(A) # AZ1 we have that &\(A)&
= j # Z &\(A)( j)&= j |a j | is finite. Conversely, any sequence ((aj) j # Z) in
l1(Z) induces a map \ # Z1Z(A, CI; A
Z
1 ) by \(I )=0 and \(A)( j)=ajA.
That is, Z1Z(A, CI; A
Z
1 ) is in one to one correspondence with l
1(Z).
Suppose ! # (AZ1 )
Z=C 0Z(A, CI; A
Z
1 ) and \=2(!). Then /j (\)=/j (2!)
=2(/j (!))=2(!( j)) (the proof of the second equality is straightforward).
Since ! # (AZ1 )
Z, there are complex numbers bj such that !( j)=bjI. Thus
\(A)( j)=/j (\)(A)=2(!( j))(A)=bj 2(I )(A)=bj (A&% jA)=b j (1&% j)A,
which proves that bj (1&% j)=aj , or, equivalently, b j=a j (1&% j). Since
! # AZ1 , &!&= j # Z &!( j)&= j # Z |bj | is finite. Hence, if \ in Z1Z(A, CI; AZ1 )
corresponds to the sequence ((aj) j # Z , the \ # B1Z(A, CI; A
Z
1 ) if and only if
 j # Z(aj (1&% j)) converges. Thus H 1Z(A, CI; A
Z
1 ) is infinite dimensional.
Let us exhibit one sequence ((aj)j # Z) in l1(Z) such that \ corresponding
to this sequence is not in B1Z(A, CI; A
Z
1 ). The construction of this sequence
uses that the set [% j : j0] is dense in S1. Find j1 in Z such that
|1&% j1 |< 12 . There is a j2> j1 such that |1&%
j2 |< 14 . Continuing this way
a sequence j1< j2< } } } jn< jn+1< } } } such that |1&% jn |<12n can be
constructed. Define a sequence ((aj) j # Z) by
aj={
1
2k
,
0,
when j= jk for some k;
otherwise.
Then  j |aj |=1< and j |a j (1&% j )|n=1(2
&n2&n)=n=1 1
which is divergent. Further, it is not hard from this construction to see that
the dimension of this first cohomology group is infinite. K
Remark B.9. The n=1 part of Proposition B.8 shows that there is no
chance of extending V.4.7 beyond finite groups, since  j # Z H 1Z(A, CI; Mj)
=C.
Corollary B.10.
Hn(AZ1 , A
Z
1 )&{C,0,
when n=0;
when n2.
Finally, H1(AZ1 , A
Z
1 ) is infinite dimensional.
Proof. Note that since A is two-dimensional, A is a dual Z-A-module.
Hence the isomorphism in the corollary follows from V.3.14 and B.8. K
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Corollary B.11.
H nZ(A
Z
1 , A
Z
1 )&{C,0,
when n=0;
when n2.
Finally, H 1Z(A
Z
1 , A
Z
1 ) is infinite dimensional.
Proof. The action of Z on AZ1 is inner by IV.3.4. Thus 8: H
n
Z(A
Z
1 , A
Z
1 )
 Hn(AZ1 , A
Z
1 ) is an isomorphism, by II.3.2(b) and II.3.7, since A
Z
1 is a
dual Z-AZ1 -module by IV.3.6. K
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